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Abstract
Endometrial cancer is the most common and most lethal gynecologic malignancy worldwide. Multiple MRI sequences are acquired per patient in gynecologic cancer research
because they reveal diﬀerent tissue characteristics. Radiomic tumor proﬁling extracts
features from medical imaging data aiming to ﬁnd new tumor imaging biomarkers. Coregistration and tumor segmentation of multi-sequential MRI data build the base for
radiomic tumor proﬁling. Many approaches exist that aim to automate these timeconsuming manual processes. After automatic co-registration, volumes are often still
misaligned. This lack of registration quality has an impact on the results of radiomic
tumor proﬁling, since we cannot ensure voxel integrity.
We distinguish between rigid and deformable registration. Rigid registration transforms a
volume using only translation and rotation parameters, while deformable registration can
include local deformations. Tumors are rigid structures compared to the tissue around
them. Therefore, rigid co-registration can be suﬃcient to align tumors. However, to
analyze also surrounding structures, deformable registration is necessary. Even though
tumors are rigid structures, they can appear slightly diﬀerent in the varying sequences
due to imaging physics. Applying deformable registration to the whole image can result in
tumor deformations that do not resemble the underlying biological tissue characteristics
and can alter important information about tumor tissue characteristics.
To address these two problems, we propose the web-based application MuSIC (MultiSequential Interactive Co-registration). The tool allows medical experts to co-register
multiple sequences simultaneously based on a pre-deﬁned segmentation mask that has
been generated for one of the sequences. In our workﬂow, a simulated-annealing-based
shape matching algorithm searches for the tumor position in each sequence that can vary
in translation and rotation parameters. We present the updated segmentation positions
to the user, who can interactively adapt the positions if needed. We include multi-modal
visualization techniques for visual quality assessment during this procedure. Based on the
positioning of the segmentation masks, we register the volumes. We allow for both rigid
and deformable co-registration. Due to our approach based on segmentation masks, we
apply local transformations mainly outside the tumor tissue in deformable registration.
We evaluate our approach in a usability analysis with medical and machine learning
experts. They ﬁnd the tool very intuitive and especially the medical experts clearly see
themselves using MuSIC in the future.
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Kurzfassung
Endometriumkarzinom ist weltweit die häuﬁgste und tödlichste gynäkologische Malignität.
In der gynäkologischen Krebsforschung werden pro Patientin mehrere MRT-Sequenzen
aufgenommen, da sie unterschiedliche Gewebemerkmale erkennen lassen. Bei der radiomischen Tumorproﬁlierung werden Merkmale aus medizinischen Bildgebungsdaten
extrahiert, um neue bildgebende Biomarker zu ﬁnden. Die Co-Registrierung und Tumorsegmentierung von multisequenziellen MRT-Daten bilden die Grundlage für die radiomische
Tumorproﬁlierung. Es gibt viele Ansätze, die darauf abzielen, diese zeitaufwändigen
manuellen Prozesse zu automatisieren. Auch nach der automatischen Co-Registrierung
sind die Volumina oft nicht ausreichend gut ausgerichet. Die mangelhafte Qualität der
Registrierung wirkt sich auf die Ergebnisse der radiologischen Tumorproﬁlierung aus, da
die Integrität der Voxel nicht sichergestellt werden kann.
Wir unterscheiden zwischen rigider und deformierbarer Registrierung. Bei der rigiden
Registrierung wird ein Volumen nur mit Hilfe von Translations- und Rotationsparametern
transformiert, während bei der deformierbaren Registrierung auch lokale Verformungen
möglich sind. Im Vergleich zu umliegendem Gewebe sind Tumore rigide Strukturen.
Wenn ausschließlich der Tumor im Fokus der Registierung steht, kann daher eine rigide
Co-Registrierung ausreichend sein. Um jedoch auch die umgebenden Strukturen zu analysieren, ist eine verformbare Registrierung erforderlich. Obwohl Tumore starre Strukturen
sind, können sie in den verschiedenen Sequenzen aufgrund der Bildgebungsphysik leicht
unterschiedlich aussehen. Daher kann die Anwendung der deformierbaren Registrierung
auf das gesamte Bild zu Tumorverformungen führen, die nicht den zugrunde liegenden
biologischen Gewebecharakteristika entsprechen und wichtige Informationen über die
Eigenschaften des Tumorgewebes verändern können.
Um diese beiden Probleme zu lösen, schlagen wir die webbasierte Anwendung MuSIC
(Multi-Sequential Interactive Co-Registration) vor. Die Applikation ermöglicht die gleichzeitige Co-Registrierung mehrerer Sequenzen auf der Grundlage einer vordeﬁnierten
Segmentierungsmaske, die für eine der Sequenzen generiert wurde. In unserem Arbeitsablauf sucht ein auf Simulated Annealing basierender Shape-Matching-Algorithmus in jeder
Sequenz nach der Tumorposition, die sich in Translation und Rotation unterscheiden kann.
Anschließend präsentieren wir die gefundenen Positionen der Segmentierungsmasken für
jede Sequenz dem Nutzer, welcher die Position der Segmentierungsmaske, falls nötig,
interaktiv adaptieren kann. Wir inkludieren multimodale Visualisierungstechniken zur vixiii

suellen Qualitätsbeurteilung während des interaktiven Registrierungsprozesses. Basierend
auf der Platzierung der Segmentierungsmasken registrieren wir die Volumina. Wir ermöglichen sowohl eine rigide als auch eine deformierbare Co-Registrierung. Durch unseren
Segmentierungsmasken-basierten Ansatz werden bei der deformierbaren Registrierung
lokale Transformationen primär im Gewebe außerhalb des Tumors angewendet.
Wir evaluieren unseren Ansatz in einer Usability-Analyse mit Experten aus den Bereichen
Medizin und maschinellem Lernen. Die Teilnehmer ﬁnden unsere Anwendung sehr intuitiv
und vor allem die medizinischen Experten können sich gut vorstellen MuSIC in Zukunft
zu nutzen.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
1.1

Motivation & Problem Statement

Cancer is, after cardiovascular diseases, the second most common cause of death in the
world, and millions of people are diagnosed with malignancies each year [BFS+ 18, SFJ+ 16].
Among gynecologic diseases, endometrial cancer is the most frequent malignancy, and
it causes most cancer deaths worldwide [HS16, HSG+ 14, MLC+ 16]. Medical imaging
aims to support diagnosis and treatment planning for malignant diseases and has led
to signiﬁcant advances in these two tasks. Therefore, imaging technology has evolved
immensely in the last years. In case of cancer, medical imaging data often consists of scans
of diﬀerent modalities, like Computed Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), per patient and examination date, depending on the tissue and tumor type. This
variety of medical images allows for the examination of varying tumor characteristics
that become visible in the diﬀerent modalities [LSBP18, RvdHD+ 15].
A relevant application of multiple MRI scans per patient in radiology research is radiomic tumor proﬁling. The ﬁeld of radiomics aims to extract meaningful features from
high-dimensional data. In the future, this could help to ﬁnd new imaging biomarkers
and improve patient-speciﬁc predictions by creating proﬁles for speciﬁc cancer types
[MWLH+ 20]. Our collaborators at the Mohn Medical Imaging and Visualization Centre
(MMIV) at the Haukeland University Hospital in Bergen, Norway, work, among other
topics related to medical imaging, on radiomic tumor proﬁling to improve precision
medicine [FBYH+ 18, HHD+ 21]. Figure 1.1 shows a pipeline in medical image processing
for radiomic tumor proﬁling where, ideally, the steps are performed automatically. As we
can see when following the gray arrows, radiomic tumor proﬁling relies on a previous
segmentation that delineates the tumor area. In general, the process of segmentation
deals with the division of an image into semantically meaningful regions. In contrast
to object recognition, it does not include a description or deﬁnition of the segmented
areas [APT06, MT96]. In case of tumor data, segmentation of the tissue belonging to
1
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the malignant structure is necessary to quantitatively describe the tumor, examining
its characteristics in comparison to surrounding tissue, and allowing for predictions or
decisions for following treatments [EGSEB11].

Image Acquisition

Co-Registration

Segmentation

Radiomic Tumor
Proﬁling

Figure 1.1: A pipeline for radiomic tumor proﬁling in multi-modal medical imaging. In
an ideal scenario, the steps are performed automatically following the gray arrows. In
our case, segmentation and co-registration are interchangeable. We use the segmentation
performed for one sequence to aid the co-registration.
Manual segmentation in medical imaging is still standard in research practice. This
means that radiologists manually draw the outlines of a tumor in every slice of one
modality. For example, our collaborating radiologists need up to three hours to contour a
relatively big tumor of the endometrium in one MRI sequence. Therefore, in recent years,
many approaches have been developed to automate this time-consuming manual process
[EGSEB11, JAFGM+ 15, ZFC+ 17]. Also our collaborators Hodneland et al. [HDWL+ 21]
use Deep Learning (DL) for automated image segmentation of endometrial cancer. In
their approach, they predict tumor segmentation masks for one MRI sequence and achieve
results that are close to the quality of manually delineated areas. However, one challenge
they are currently facing is that the predictions are less accurate in the other six sequences
that are available in our endometrial cancer data set [HSG+ 14, HS16].
As shown in Figure 1.1, a usually necessary previous step for automated multi-modal
segmentation and radiomic tumor proﬁling is the registration of the diﬀerent modalities
or sequences of one patient. We will refer to this as co-registration. The volumes have
to be registered after the acquisition to bring them to a common reference space and
align corresponding structures in order to exploit the potential of multiple modalities
in automated segmentation [MWLH+ 20, MBSK16, OT14]. Co-registration can account
for organ movements, like bladder ﬁlling in the pelvic area, and the possible variation
in the patient’s position between the scans [MWLH+ 20]. It is also beneﬁcial in manual
segmentation since otherwise the radiologists would have to delineate the tumor in
every single sequence [RvdHD+ 15]. Registration and segmentation belong to the biggest
challenges in medical imaging, both with substantial potential clinical impact [SDP13].
For many registration and segmentation problems, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms
currently present the state of the art and often lead to remarkable results. Still, scanning
artifacts like noise due to patient movement or low resolution, lacking training data due to
anatomical variation, and physiological changes make these tasks very challenging [RS14].
These factors often lead to insuﬃcient registration and thus segmentation. Co-registration
is an issue in several data sets. For example, Gousias et al. [GER+ 12] aimed to align
T2- to T1-weighted MRI sequences of newborns. The authors report inaccuracies in the
2
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co-registration they could not resolve. They assume that this could be due to the T2
sequence being a pseudo volume since, in their work, the T2 sequence has been acquired
with overlapping slices, partial volume eﬀects, or varying distortion ﬁelds.
Our collaborators encounter similar problems of unsatisfying co-registration results in
endometrial and cervical cancer imaging data. Their work [HDWL+ 21] for automated
segmentation yields good results for one modality. However, recently, they have been
working on multi-modal segmentation, where the predictions are less accurate, most
probably due to insuﬃcient registration accuracy. In fact, when investigating the data
set of endometrial cancer, many cases are not well aligned after a registration based on
the DICOM header data that contains information regarding the patient’s position in
the MRI scanner. Furthermore, available command-line tools that aim to align several
sequences automatically did not yield suﬃcient registration results and need speciﬁc
settings depending on the subject and sequence. Existing tools for segmentation or
co-registration with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) are usually able to process only one
modality at a time and often require algorithmic knowledge to ﬁnd appropriate settings
for the speciﬁc use case. Therefore, they are currently not used by our radiologists to
perform the registration (semi-)manually.
Registration algorithms are either rigid or deformable. Rigid registration transforms a
volume by only translation and rotation parameters, while deformable registration can
apply local deformations. Tumors are rigid structures compared to the tissue around them
[ZRC+ 20, AGM17]. Therefore, rigid co-registration can be suﬃcient to align the tumor.
However, to analyze also surrounding structures, deformable registration is necessary.
Even though tumors are rigid structures, they can appear slightly diﬀerent in the varying
sequences due to imaging physics. Therefore, applying deformable registration to the
whole image can result in tumor deformations that do not resemble the underlying
biological tissue characteristics and can alter important information about the tumor. It
would be desirable to be able to apply deformable transformations mainly to surrounding
soft tissue to avoid unnatural tumor deformations.
In 2020, we proposed a tool for interactive clustering exploration called ICEVis [MEH+ 20],
which supports the investigation of potential tumor sub-regions and features related to
the diﬀerent areas. We computed the sub-regions by hierarchical clustering based on
a previously generated segmentation mask. Also in this project, we observe a problem
with poorly registered multi-sequential data since the outcomes are diﬀerent if a voxel in
diﬀerent sequences does not correspond to the same biological location. However, with
this application, we can potentially ﬁlter out misaligned sequences. Figure 1.2 shows
the clustering outcome with ICEVis of an example case where the results indicate a bad
registration outcome. In the presented modality (b1000), the bright structure represents
the tumor. The segmentation mask does not match the structure, and the algorithm
identiﬁes the diﬀerence as two distinct areas. In this case, the red part represents an
area outside the tumor. Furthermore, the parallel coordinates plot, which indicates the
diﬀerence in gray values in the sequences, shows a signiﬁcant divergence in gray values
even though the tumor itself is relatively homogeneous.
3
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(a) Resulting sub-regions after hierarchical clustering

(b) Parallel coordinates plot

Figure 1.2: Example outcome of the tool ICEVis we developed in collaboration with the
MMIV for exploring tumor subregions in multi-modal medical imaging. This example
shows that we can identify badly registered sequences. (a) shows the resulting two
sub-regions of the segmentation mask in three slicing directions. The segmentation does
not match the tumor in the underlying sequence (b1000). The red part belongs to an
area outside the tumor, while the blue region is part of the malignant structure. In the
parallel coordinates plot (b), we can observe a high diﬀerence in gray values for this
sequence.

1.2

Aim of the Work

Automated segmentation algorithms and, as the next step, radiomic tumor proﬁling
could beneﬁt from a better co-registration for complex cases. Therefore, the aim is
to facilitate interactive co-registration for endometrial cancer data, especially in cases
where automatic registration fails. More speciﬁcally, we want to allow for both rigid and
deformable registration. In the case of deformable registration, we want to apply local
transformations mainly to the areas outside the tumor and not deform the tumor itself.
In this way, we maintain the tumor’s shape in the varying sequences, which resembles the
underlying biological processes better and could aid research in radiomic tumor proﬁling
in the future.
Furthermore, our medical collaborators at the MMIV wish to process multiple sequences
simultaneously to take diﬀerent imaging characteristics into account.
Another goal is to make the application easily portable and extendable, so it can possibly
4
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be used in other institutions as well, which encounter similar problems.

1.3

Contributions

To fulﬁll the aims mentioned above, we propose the tool MuSIC (Multi-Sequential Interactive Co-Registration). The application is targeted towards radiologists in gynecological
cancer research to perform co-registration of cancer imaging data with a pre-deﬁned segmentation mask in cases where automatic registration methods do not lead to satisfying
results. We have one segmentation mask per patient available that matches one of the
sequences. This mask has either been generated manually or by the ML algorithm of
Hodneland et al. [HDWL+ 21].
The main contributions of this master’s thesis consist in the single steps of a workﬂow
we deﬁned for the registration of multi-modal cancer images based on a pre-deﬁned
segmentation mask:
• An initial automatic shape matching approach ﬁnds a given 3D tumor segmentation mask in the available sequences. The proposed transformations of the
segmentation is shown to the user for each sequence.
• We provide intuitive user interaction that allows the user to adapt the positions of the segmentation masks in cases where the shape could not be detected
automatically, and multi-modal visualization techniques to assess the quality
of alignment during the interactive process and after the registration.
• We allow for rigid and deformable registration of the data based on the positioning
of the segmentation masks.
MuSIC is a web-based application that includes these steps to make the approach
accessible to our collaborating radiologists in research. The tool allows to process multiple
sequences in parallel. No algorithmic background knowledge is necessary to make the
workﬂow suitable for the use by radiologists in research.
We evaluate the proposed work in a qualitative usability study at MMIV with domain
experts in the ﬁeld of radiology that represent the target user group. We also include
ML experts in the evaluation as they also see potential in the application and would like
to use it for better co-registration without having to involve clinical experts.

1.4

Outline

In Chapter 2 we present necessary medical knowledge regarding the pathology of endometrial cancer to understand the use case better. Furthermore, we describe the data
set in greater detail and provide examples of the available sequences and badly registered
cases, which represent the target cases for our application. This chapter also includes
5
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research work in radiomic tumor proﬁling and segmentation to emphasize the importance
of medical image registration.
Chapter 3 will introduce related work regarding medical image registration based on
the diﬀerent algorithmic registration components. We further diﬀerentiate between
automated and interactive approaches, and result evaluation.
In Chapter 4, we present our main contributions. We deﬁne a workﬂow and describe
the single steps in detail together with the used techniques. The workﬂow comprises
the shape matching component for initialization, as well as web-based visualization,
interaction methods, and insights into the registration procedure.
Chapter 5 shows the design of the GUI and its functionality, while Chapter 6 covers the
implementation and structure of our web-based application. In Chapter 7, we describe
the processing of two example cases in greater detail, including the outcome of the shape
matching and ﬁnal registration in comparison to other automated tools. In Chapter 8,
we present the results of our usability analysis with domain experts.
Finally, in Chapter 9 we discuss and conclude the proposed work. We furthermore present
ideas for possible extensions and subsequent work on the tool.

6

CHAPTER

Medical and Technical
Background
The pipeline of medical image processing for radiomic tumor proﬁling starts with the
acquisition of MRI cancer images (see Figure 1.1). This chapter introduces the medical
and technical knowledge needed to understand the data and tasks of this master’s thesis.
It includes information about endometrial cancer, the female pelvic anatomy, and the
role of medical imaging in cancer research. We will also describe the diﬀerences between
the MRI sequences of our data set.
To emphasize the impact of registration on tasks like segmentation and, in turn, radiomic
tumor proﬁling, we will then touch upon published work on these two topics before
presenting related work in the ﬁeld of image registration in Chapter 3.

2.1

Endometrial Cancer

Among gynecological malignancies in the pelvic area, endometrial cancer is the most
common one and causes the most deaths in countries with elevated income, such as
European and North-American countries [MWLH+ 20, HS16, HSG+ 14]. Reasons related
to risk factors could be the higher occurrence of obesity and the increasing age of
the population. Therefore, one focus of our collaborators of the MMIV at Haukeland
University Hospital in Bergen, Norway, is on researching better strategies to foresee and
treat gynecological malignancies.
The recurrence probability of these tumors after surgery is between 15 and 20 % in the
pelvic/vaginal area or locations further away from that region. Despite the relatively
high ﬁve-years survival rate of 80 % after primary surgery, survival expectancy after
metastasis detection is only between seven and twelve months [HS16].
7
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the basic pelvic anatomy from Baggish et al. [BK15].
Female Pelvic Anatomy Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of the female pelvic area.
Bone structures surround soft tissue, including the uterus, colon, bladder, and several
muscles. The uterus lies between the bladder and rectum and has a cavity. More caudal,
downwards away from the head, the bladder transitions in the urethra, the colon in the
rectum, and the uterus connects to the narrower cervix and more caudal in the vagina.
The endometrium is the innermost tissue layer of the uterus wall, which is depicted in
the T2-weighted MRI image of the female pelvis in Figure 2.2. The ﬁgure shows the
female pelvic area in a sagittal, which means parallel to a plane dividing the body into a
left and right part, and a coronal view, which slices the body from back to front or vice
versa. The endometrium itself is subdivided into a functional layer, which lines the uterus
cavity and sheds during monthly menstruation, and a deeper basal layer [BK15, BME99].
The pelvic area undergoes inner organ movements, for example caused by the peristaltic
movements of the colon or the varying bladder ﬁlling. These movements can aﬀect the
outcome of acquiring medical images, like CT or MRI, in this area.
Diagnostics and Tumor Staging When showing typical symptoms of endometrial
cancer, like vaginal bleeding, an initial endometrial biopsy can conﬁrm the suspicion of
an existing tumor. Endometrial tumors are then classiﬁed based on the International
Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) staging systems [Pec09]. The classiﬁ8
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Figure 2.2: T2-weighted sagittal (a) and coronal (b) view on the female pelvic area. From
Butler et al. [BME99].

cation scheme for endometrial cancer is depicted in Figure 2.3. If the tumor border is
within the upper part of the uterus, i.e., the corpus uteri, it is classiﬁed as Stage I. If it
also covers parts of the cervix but it is still within the borders of the uterus, Stage II
applies. The tumor invades diﬀerent local areas of the uterus’ surroundings in Stage III.
Stage IV aﬀects the bladder or comes with metastases in distant locations. The survival
probability decreases with increasing stage [BME99].
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Figure 2.3: FIGO Staging of endometrial cancer, from Pundir et al. [PC16].

The Role of Medical Imaging The acquisition of several medical imaging modalities
or sequences provides deeper insights into human tissues than only considering one
modality. The diﬀerent image physics capture diﬀerent tissue characteristics regarding
anatomy and function [SDP13]. In case of endometrial cancer suspicion, pelvic multiparametric contrast-enhanced MRI sequences are acquired in radiology routine. In several
centers, also CT, Positron Emission Tomography (PET)-CT or Transvaginal Ultrasound
(TVU) data is used to aid risk assessment. The resulting scans support the decision of
further treatment planning, which usually results in surgery or adjuvant therapy [HS16].
TVU, CT, T2- and T1-weighted MRI and PET-CT are considered as "conventional"
imaging for pre-surgical endometrial cancer staging. TVU, while having the advantage of
good availability and low costs, comes with the drawbacks of depending on the experience
of the physician to get representative images, low quality in deeper tissues, and a small
ﬁeld of view. Especially the latter makes it unsuitable for metastasis detection. CT and
PET-CT provide a lower spatial resolution and soft tissue contrast than, for example,
MRI and are hence less suitable for primary tumor staging. However, PET-CT provide
higher accuracy for whole body metastasis detection. MRI is regarded as one of the most
valuable imaging methods for tumor staging. Still, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and accuracy
can vary widely. "Novel" imaging methods, which are the focus of research, include 3D
Ultrasound and Diﬀusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) with a lymph node-speciﬁc contrast
agent [HS16].
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In the future, the mentioned image modalities could be used to identify image biomarkers,
which means objective indicators for speciﬁc medical phenomena, for tumor risk evaluation
and personalized treatment [HS16].

2.2

Data Set

Our collaborators of the MMIV at Haukeland University Hospital in Bergen, Norway,
provided the data set used during the development phase of this thesis. It includes
MRI data of endometrial cancer patients in diﬀerent sequences, as well as manual and
ML-generated segmentations of the tumor [HSG+ 14, HS16].
As mentioned above, the scope of acquiring endometrial cancer imaging data for research
is the examination and exploration of tumor biomarkers to improve predictions and
treatment strategies on a personalized level. Therefore, researchers aim to analyze the
collection of tumor textures in imaging data. The tumor has to be segmented before
the analysis phase, which is currently done manually for only one of the seven sequences
described below. A limiting factor to segment all modalities is the high amount of
time needed for segmenting all slices in one sequence. The other sequences are coregistered. Radiologists in research extend this data set frequently. ML experts we
collaborate with [HSG+ 14, FBYH+ 18, YHDL+ 18] as well as many other researchers
[ZFC+ 17, JAFGGFGG19, Thr18] work on the improvement of automated algorithms to
enable fast segmentation of various sequences.
The data includes information about clinical parameters and the mentioned segmentations.
In addition, the data contains multi-sequential axial oblique scans of 92 patients with
endometrial cancer. Axial oblique means that the images are acquired in a direction
perpendicular to an organ axis. In our case, this is the long axis of the uterus [HSG+ 14].
Available sequences for this work are the Volumetric Interpolated Breath-Hold Examination (VIBE) Peak Enhancement (PE), Time To Peak (TTP), Area Under the Peak
Enhancement Curve (AUC), T2, Apparent Diﬀusion Coeﬃcient (ADC), and b1000.
While VIBE and T2 support the assessment of the tumor extent, the other methods
reveal tumor characteristics on a microstructural scale. Acquisition of the VIBE modality
results in T1 weighted sequences with the advantage of a higher resolution along the z
axis [RLL+ 99, KWW18]. DWI measures the Brownian motion of molecules in one voxel,
resulting in a lower diﬀusion coeﬃcient for highly cellular tissue [DCS+ 00, KM04]. ADC
allows for quantitative diﬀusion measurement at diﬀerent b-values, which determines
the applied gradient strength and time point and thus represents the degree of diﬀusion
[Sen01, KP06]. With an intravenous contrast agent, Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced (DCE)
MR perfusion enables measurements like PE for the relative contrast enhancement,
TTP, and AUC [GPME+ 14]. The sequences in the data set are aligned by performing
a co-registration based on their header data. The header data is saved with an image
during the acquisition process. Among other general information, it contains the location
and position of the patient in the scanner, which can be used for alignment. An example
slice depicted in the diﬀerent sequences can be seen in Figure 2.4.
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(b) VIBE + Segmentation

(a) VIBE

(c) PE

(d) TTP

(e) AUC

(f) T2
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Figure 2.4: Depiction of an example slice in the diﬀerent modalities from the endometrial
cancer data set used for this work. (a) shows the VIBE sequence, which radiologists use
for manual annotations. (b) depicts VIBE together with a manual segmentation mask as
an overlay, (c)-(h) provide a view on the other six co-registered sequences.
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As mentioned in Chapter 1, several sequences of the data are still misaligned after
performing registration based on the patient’s position in the scanner, as provided in the
DICOM image header. An example case is shown in Figure 2.5, where the tumor mask
that has been generated for the VIBE sequence on the top left does not match the tumor
boundaries in the other three sequences.

(a) VIBE

(b) T2

(c) b1000

(d) ADC

Figure 2.5: Example slices of a case in the data set with poorly aligned sequences
(b)-(d). The segmentation mask has bin generated manually for VIBE (a) and is shown
semi-transparently in red.

2.3

Radiomic Tumor Profiling

The ﬁeld of radiomics covers feature selection and extraction in order to perform tumor
proﬁling, which has evolved in recent years to improve precision medicine. The goal of
radiomic tumor proﬁling is to derive new expressive tumor markers by yielding feature
13
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vectors of high dimensions from medical imaging and clinical data. The input for radiomics
feature extraction is usually the multi-modal volumetric image and the segmentation of
the region to be analyzed. Therefore, the multi-modal segmentation strongly inﬂuences
the results of radiomic tumor proﬁling [RBR+ 18, MWLH+ 20]. If multiple modalities
are not aligned well enough so that the segmentation covers the actual tumor area, the
outcomes are not reliable.
In radiomic tumor proﬁling, semantic features that are extracted from the region of
interest can be classiﬁed into two types. While qualitative semantic features usually
deal with lesion descriptions, quantitative features of diﬀerent complexity can be derived
using mathematical methods. The latter describe shape features together with geometric
characteristics, such as size or volume, and ﬁrst-order statistics features, like intensity
histograms without considering the spatial position. Second-order statistics features are
associated with textual properties, establishing inter-voxel relationships. Higher-order
statistics features can be identiﬁed after the application of ﬁlters and transformations, for
example for pattern detection [RBR+ 18]. Current research tries to involve ML methods
in the feature selection process, as the selection by a user can be problematic. For
example, each user might choose a diﬀerent feature set, which has an impact on the
calculated results. Instead, ML algorithms can learn the selection of appropriate features
based on the data [RBR+ 18].
Our collaborators at MMIV work on radiomic tumor proﬁling in endometrial cancer.
Fasmer et al. [FBYH+ 18] use radiomics to assess risk before surgery and aid decisions
about upcoming treatment strategies. They extract features like tumor volume, volumeto-surface ratio, and several gray value features. The authors use those features to predict
stage, metastasis, myometrial invasion, and other characteristics. Also, Hoivik et al.
[HHD+ 21] worked on the identiﬁcation of malignant cancer features with radiomic tumor
proﬁling. An unsupervised clustering approach results in the division of patients into
risk groups and survival prognoses. This division yields a speciﬁc signature for high-risk
patients that has been evaluated in a larger cohort. iVAR [YJY+ 17] is a visual analytics
system presented by Yu et al. to oﬀer interactive analysis of radiomics features in medical
images for a high number of patients. They use lung cancer CT data as an example use
case. Also, the application RadEx [MWLH+ 20] by Mörth et al. supports radiologists
in the exploration of new potential tumor biomarkers in a large cohort. In addition to
multiparametric medical imaging data, the authors allow for the inclusion of clinical data
in diﬀerent formats. Their tool provides several linked views that facilitate hypothesis
generation for potential tumor markers.

2.4

Segmentation

The process of image segmentation divides the input into two or several homogeneous
areas based on a speciﬁc criterion [Rog00]. (Semi-) automated approaches can be grouped
into supervised or unsupervised Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) algorithms and not-AI-based
classical mathematical methods, as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Classiﬁcation of medical image segmentation methods. We followed Elnakib
et al. [EGSEB11] for the grouping of not-AI-based methods.
Not-AI-based methods In not-AI-based techniques, we can distinguish between methods based on mathematical rules, anatomical atlases, or deformable models [EGSEB11].
Common heuristic rule-based algorithms are simple thresholds, often used for a fast initial
segmentation. Also, region-growing algorithms belong to this category. These methods
are usually not suitable for multi-modal segmentation, as they need to be adjusted for a
speciﬁc sequence because several tumor tissue characteristics may appear only in a part of
the modalities. Anatomical atlases contain ordinary organ locations and shapes together
with their spatial relations. They oﬀer an easy segmentation method for well-deﬁned
organ structures, but not for individually varying tumor characteristics [EGSEB11].
Deformable or Active Contours (AC) try to address this issue. These approaches work
with minimizing an energy function based on image content and contour characteristics.
The energy function of the traditional Snakes algorithm [KWT88] is composed of two
components, one handles the smoothness of the curve, and another one pulls the curve
towards the boundary. Its minimum is supposed to be on the boundary of an object of interest. Several improved versions of these algorithms have been published and successfully
applied to medical imaging segmentation problems [CCCD93, CKS97, MS89].
AI-based methods Emerging technologies in the domain of ML led to remarkable
results in a variety of medical applications, especially when dealing with classiﬁcation
problems. A high focus is set on automated tumor segmentation, also working with
multiple modalities [HDWL+ 21, ZFC+ 17]. In the ﬁeld of DL, supervised and unsupervised
methods can be distinguished that come along with diﬀerent advantages and disadvantages.
Lundervold et al. [LL19] give an overview of DL methods for MRI analysis. A commonly
used approach in supervised segmentation nowadays is a U-Net architecture, introduced
by Ronneberger et al. in 2015 [RFB15]. It consists of a contracting and an expansive path,
resulting in an almost symmetric, U-like architecture. This approach was extended to a 3D
U-Net [ÇAL+ 16] for dense volumetric segmentation, which has been successfully applied
for many medical purposes. Among those, Juan-Albarracín et al. [JAFGGFGG19]
employed a U-Net for high-grade glioma segmentation, which are brain tumors in the
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central nervous system. As mentioned in Chapter 1, our collaborators [HDWL+ 21] also
employed a 3D U-Net to automatically segment endometrial cancer on MRI images of
one sequence. However, supervised approaches are limited to the amount and quality
of available training data and easily tend to overﬁt the training data, which makes
them less generalizable for unknown data [JAFGM+ 15]. An advantage of unsupervised
methods in comparison to supervised ones is that no explicit training data set is required.
Instead of learning the class models, natural and meaningful groupings are inferred
from the underlying data with the aim to maximize the intra-cluster similarity and
minimize the inter-cluster relatedness [TSK05, Thr18]. However, the advantage of not
needing a training set comes along with a drawback. The segmentation itself becomes
more challenging, and such models’ performance is often worse compared to supervised
models. This is due to the fact that no manual segmentation is present that guides the
segmentation process [JAFGM+ 15].
Clustering methods are commonly used in unsupervised segmentation approaches. These
approaches can be grouped into two categories: hierarchical and partitional clustering.
In partitional clustering, the data set is divided into non-overlapping clusters in a way
that each data object belongs to exactly one subset. Hierarchical clustering includes
sub-clusters with a structure organized in a tree. The root of such a diagram is the
cluster containing all data objects [TSK05, Thr18]. k-means [Llo82] is a well-known
partitional clustering method based on a distance minimization criterion. The aim of
k-means is to divide the data space into k clusters. In an iterative manner, each data
point is assigned to the cluster with the nearest centroid by computing the Euclidean
distance [JAFGM+ 15].
Multi-modal segmentation Several of the above-mentioned methods have been successfully applied to the medical ﬁeld [HDWL+ 21, JAFGGFGG19]. When segmenting
structures using multiple modalities, the fusion of the varying sequences plays an important role, as exploiting the features contained in diﬀerent modalities can improve the
segmentation results [ZRC19]. DL has become a key method for this task in recent years
[ZRC19]. According to the review of Zhou et al. [ZRC19], the number of publications
regarding multi-modal segmentation has been rising constantly. Guo et al. [GLH+ 19],
propose a neural network architecture for segmentation that fuses several modalities
(in their example CT, MRI, and PET) at distinct layers in the network and compare
the results. Yuan et al. [YWW+ 20] use Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) for
multi-modal segmentation of unpaired and unregistered 3D medical images. Zhou et
al. [ZRC19] apply correlation constraints to model the relationship between diﬀerent
modalities in a neural network. Also, methods for multi-modal active models have been
proposed. The work of Fang et al. [FWW20] includes region information of multiple
modalities in the energy minimization function. Hao et al. [HQY18] also work with
multiple modalities for the segmentation of juxta-vascular pulmonary nodules of CT
and PET images. In contrast to the work of Fang et al. [FWW20], they process the
diﬀerent modalities individually. Yang et al. [YZN+ 09] developed a tool for multi-modal
image segmentation using an AC approach. They follow and extend the "Active Contours
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without edges" algorithm by Chan and Vese [CV01] to multiple modalities. In contrast
to the traditional method based on the image gradient, average intensity values are
considered to make the algorithm more resistant to noise.
To emphasize the importance of registration, it remains to say that the described
algorithms rely on a reliable registration. The way features are extracted from multiple
sequences by automated algorithms assumes correctly aligned images.
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Related Work
Registration is an important topic in medical imaging research. Therefore, a lot of work
has been published in this area. This chapter ﬁrst introduces basic concepts of image
registration by describing commonly used algorithms and components. Afterwards, we
present more recent work. We focus on the distinction between automatic and interactive
approaches. In the end, we describe how to evaluate registration algorithms. For a visual
evaluation by the user, we include visualization methods to assess registration results.

3.1

Registration Algorithms and Components

Medical image registration deals with the alignment of two or more medical images that
represent the same body area. The aim hereby is to ensure voxel integrity, which means
that one voxel coordinate in aligned sequences represents the same location in the human
body [OT14]. Image registration is usually applied before segmentation, especially when
working with data of multiple patients and modalities. It can have immense beneﬁts for
manual segmentation, as the contours drawn in one sequence can be adopted in other
acquisitions as well [SRM+ 19]. Since it is often not manageable to acquire multiple
sequences at the same time, they need to be fused afterwards [SDP13]. The goal is to
align two or more medical images or volumes in the best possible way by optimizing a
transformation function [KBD17]. The ﬁxed image is the reference image that is not
deformed, while one or multiple moving images are aligned to the ﬁxed image. In general,
medical image registration methods require the following components: a transformation,
a similarity measure, and an optimization method [RS10]. Since discrete image processing
steps might cause artifacts, interpolation is used to improve the resulting visual image
quality [LGS99]. The components and the registration process are depicted in Figure 3.1.
To achieve a satisfying registration result, choosing an approach suitable for the use case
is crucial. After registration, it is essential to evaluate the methods accordingly.
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Figure 3.1: Components of an intensity-based registration process. The moving image is
deformed to align with the ﬁxed target image. From Oliveira et al. [OT14].
Medical image registration belongs, next to segmentation, to the biggest challenges in
medical imaging [SDP13]. The given data complexity results in diﬃculties, especially
when it comes to noisy images, organ movement, and anatomical variability, as well as
variations of intensity distributions due to scanner and workﬂow characteristics [RS14].
Therefore, a lot of work has been published in this area. The review of Maintz et
al. [MV98] provides a broad classiﬁcation scheme for registration methods. Moreover,
they deﬁne the classiﬁcation criteria which we depict in Figure 3.2. After describing the
diﬀerent aspects of dimensionality, modalities, subject, object and task, registration basis,
nature of transformation, transformation domain and optimization procedure, we focus
on the distinction in terms of interaction in Section 3.2.
Dimensionality Considering spatial dimensions, we often have to deal with the registration between two 3D images in medical imaging. However, it might be the case that
2D slices need to be registered to 3D volumes or vice versa. Registration from 2D to 3D
is necessary, for example, in image-guided surgery. Also the registration of time series
with time intervals of varying length ﬁnds application in medical imaging. Examples are
to monitor the injection of a bolus moving through vessels, or the long-term observation
of tumor or bone growth [MV98, SDP13].
Modalities involved Mono-modal registration processes images from the same modality, for example, two CT sequences. If, in contrast, multiple modalities are involved,
the registration procedure is called multi-modal, for example the registration between
PET and MRI [MV98]. Even though diﬀerent MRI images are strictly speaking of one
modality, we refer to this problem as multi-modal, as described in Chapter 2, the images
diﬀer strongly and cannot be considered mono-modal in a mathematical sense. Also
patient-atlas registration is possible, which can be mono- or multi-modal [AURU+ 16].
Subject If several scans of one patient are registered, we refer to this process as intrasubject registration or co-registration. The alignment of medical images of diﬀerent
patients is called inter-subject registration. If the ﬁxed image has been generated from a
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Figure 3.2: Classiﬁcation scheme for image registration methods. Following the grouping
of Maintz et al. [MV98].
large set of subjects, we talk about atlas registration [MV98]. We address the problem of
intra-subject registration in this thesis.
Object and task Published approaches often focus on the use for speciﬁc body areas,
like cardiac or brain registration [KBD17]. Furthermore, approaches diﬀer by the task
they support. A substantial amount of work has been published in the area of treatment
planning, for example radiotherapy planning [SDP13, SRM+ 19, SFF06]. Also, surgery
scenarios have to be considered, as in image-guided therapy approaches, the pre-treatment
images have to be registered in real-time to the current state of the patient, including
position and movement artifacts [SDP13].
Registration basis The information used for image registration can be extrinsic,
intrinsic, or non-image-based [MV98]. The latter can be applied in the same acquisition
session of one patient, assuming that the patient does not move and the scanner is in
the same position. The former is based on extrinsic markers, which means from outside
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the image space, usually attached to the patient. In this case, the registration procedure
is fast-forward. However, preparation and planning steps are necessary before image
acquisition. Those markers can be invasive, like screwed frames or other markers, or
non-invasive [AURU+ 16]. Intrinsic methods can be based on intensities only or involve
previously determined landmarks or segmentations. The advantage of the latter two
methods is that the search space is limited, so it is less probable to get stuck in local
optima during the optimization procedure, and it is less time-consuming. An expert user
typically deﬁnes corresponding anatomical landmarks at easily detectable locations in
every image [MV98].
If the registration is based on segmentations, diﬀerent procedures are possible. The
desired structure can either be segmented separately in the diﬀerent images, or the
segmentation can be searched in the moving images. The model can be rigid or deformable.
However, the problem of the latter case is the dependency on a good initialization and good
image contrast [MV98, AURU+ 16]. Several approaches have been proposed in the ﬁeld
of image-guided surgery [CKMK19, KDSU+ 16] or cardiac imaging [TA13]. They require
deformable registration to account for organ movements between pre-surgical and intrasurgical images. Various approaches focus on combining segmentation and registration and
include automatic segmentation generation [CDPRF21, KDSU+ 16, SFF06, CKMK19].
Image masks can be used to deﬁne the region of interest for the registration. Ketcha et al.
[KDSU+ 16] assign weights to a mask deﬁning regions that are reliable for segmentation
and areas containing content mismatch between the image series. A way to automatically
generate masks is proposed by Schumacher et al. [SFF06]. They use AC to generate
weighted masks of organs in the moving image, given the segmentations and weight
information in the ﬁxed image.
Nature of transformation As shown in Figure 3.3, the nature of a transformation
can be rigid (involving only translation and rotation), aﬃne (with additional mapping of
parallel lines onto parallel lines), projective (where shear is applied along non-parallel
lines), or curved (where lines are mapped to curves) [MV98].
Transformation domain If the transformation is applied to the whole image, a global
or parametric transformation domain is used. In a local transformation domain, diﬀerent
image regions can have diverse transformations. This is also referred to as non-parametric
registration, as the model is parameterized locally, leading to a high number of variables
and a higher complexity [Yan17].
The latter, however, may impose the challenge of local discontinuity and violated invertibility. Often, global rigid or aﬃne registration techniques are used in medical imaging.
Rigid transformations imply the determination of only a few transformation parameters
for translation and rotation. Even if considering body and internal organ movement,
they are often a satisfying approximation of the underlying problem. For more complex
transformations, aﬃne methods can be used that involve shear and scale, while parallel
lines are preserved [MV98].
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Figure 3.3: Examples of 2D transforms in image registration. From Maintz et al.[MV98].
Optimization procedure Transformation parameters can be directly derived from
the underlying data or searched for with the help of an optimization function. The
latter usually optimizes the similarity between two images given a mathematical function
that captures the underlying problem. In mono-modal registration problems, such a
function can be relatively simple, while more complex patterns are necessary for multimodal applications [MV98]. Multi-modal problems can be solved by either changing
them to a mono-modal problem or using information-theoretic approaches. For the ﬁrst
method, one of the modalities can be mapped or simulated by the other one, or both
modalities are transferred to a standardized domain [SDP13]. In the work of Michel
et al. [MP10], the conditional probability of a target voxel intensity is learned from a
training data set of registered images through stochastic regression. Afterwards, they
use a Markov Random Field for regularization. Information theory approaches are
used more often in the literature to solve multi-modal problems than transforming the
problem to a mono-modal case. Examples for information theory approaches are the
use of gradient descent methods, like in the work of Klein et al. [KPSV09], stochastic
search, for example mutual information maximization by Viola et al. [VWI97], and
optimization with simulated annealing by Kirkpatrick et al. [KGV83]. Gradient descent
methods have been widely used for regularization purposes. The optimization function is
minimized by going stepwise in the direction of the negative gradient [SDP13]. However,
deterministic gradient computation can be expensive, especially in high-dimensional
medical search spaces. Stochastic gradient descent methods use an approximation of the
gradient for faster computation. Another drawback is the potential slow convergence.
Therefore, conjugate gradient descent methods use the information of previous steps to
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calculate the new step direction. As with other continuous methods, gradient descent
searches for optima locally, so good initialization might be important to avoid ending
up in local optima. On the other hand, discrete methods like Markov Random Fields or
simulated annealing are often less precise, but also less sensitive to bad initializations.
Therefore, they are less likely to end up in local minima. With increasing precision, also
computational expenses rise [MV98, SDP13].

3.2

Trade-off between Automation and User Interaction

Maintz et al. [MV98] distinguish between fully automatic methods, semi-automatic ones
considering initialization and adaptations, and manual interactive approaches with or
without initialization. The latter, however, are not very present in the literature, which
might be because completely manual registration depends on good visualizations and
still requires a high amount of time from the medical expert.
As described in Chapter 2, this work involves 3D medical images of multiple modalities
that need to be co-registered within one subject. The degree of automation is an essential
factor in this thesis, so we will examine related work in terms of this aspect and the
corresponding user interaction.

3.2.1

Machine Learning Algorithms

Many publications exist that present approaches for automated algorithms [FLW+ 20,
HKY20]. Complete automation is often considered as the main goal. Extrinsic methods
with markers that are well visible in the medical scans can, in most cases, be automated.
Intrinsic methods with anatomical landmarks or segmentations are usually semi-automatic,
while methods relying on voxel properties are mainly automated [MV98, VLM+ 17,
AURU+ 16].
In recent years, more and more ML and especially DL approaches for image registration
have been published that overcome existing challenges [FLW+ 20, HKY20, CDPRF21,
CW18]. Especially the diﬃculty of deﬁning an appropriate similarity measure for intrasubject multi-modal registration is addressed with DL. Fu et al. [FLW+ 20], as well as
Haskins et al. [HKY20] provide a review regarding the use of DL for medical image
registration.
Supervised learning There are diﬀerent possibilities to apply supervised ML to image
registration problems. One way is to learn the similarity metric between two or more
modalities. Cheng et al. [CZZ18], implement a stacked denoising autoencoder for rigid
MRI to CT registration. With the help of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
Simonovsky et al. [SGBM+ 16] use gradient descent to optimize the dissimilarity between
T1- and T2-weighted MRI. Instead of the similarity metric, another option is to let
the network learn the transformation parameters. The work of Chee et al. [CW18],
called Aﬃne Image Registration Network (AIRNet), involves a CNN for rigid MRI brain
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registration. They train the network by using a mean squared error minimization. With
this method, they can improve the state of the art of uni- and multi-modal registration.
For the actual registration step, the authors use the aﬃne transformation function
provided by SimpleITK [LCIB13] with mutual information as similarity metric, linear
interpolation, as well as gradient descent optimization.
Some methods incorporate segmentations or landmarks to improve registration results
in desired areas. For both segmentation or landmark registration, a combined loss
that is optimized to align both labels and image intensities can be used. Hering et al.
[HKHH19] use such a combined loss function for mono-modal deformable registration
of cardiac images for tracking of heart motion based on segmentations. To assist brain
tumor resection, Canalini et al. [CKMK19] provide a deformable registration method
for Ultrasound (US) volumes based on a CNN trained on previously generated manual
segmentations. They account for the brain shift phenomenon when opening the skull
and further brain movements in diﬀerent stages of the surgery. In their approach, they
allow for the registration of several volumes acquired during the diﬀerent surgery stages.
Instead of using existing segmentations for the alignment, Xu et al. [XN19] combine
the tasks of segmentation and mono-modal deformable registration in a joint training
of two networks. If no segmentation is available, a segmentation network generates the
segmentation before registration. Mahapatra [Mah18] trained a Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) for medical image registration with images containing corresponding
landmarks. Vandaele et al. [VLM+ 17] work with automated landmark detection using
extremely randomized trees and multi-resolution voxel windows. Then, they perform
rigid registration by optimizing a least-squares algorithm between CT and cone-beam CT
for radiotherapy preparation. In that speciﬁc case, other methods often fail, as cone-beam
CT images usually contain a smaller body part, and user interaction is required for
selecting regions of interest. They apply supervised ML to detect landmarks with a
separate model for each landmark and modality. This method implies manual annotation
in training data for each use case. Furthermore, they assume that the landmarks look
very similar across patients. Certain bones are well visible in CT scans and can be used
for radiotherapy patient-positioning. Tumorous tissues, however, are very heterogeneous
and, additionally, might transform even surrounding soft tissue.
Motion correction might be desired to account for internal organ movement causing
deformation in multi-modal images. Jun et al. [LYZW18] implemented a CNN to account
for motions in the lung area caused by respiration. The survey of Tavakoli et al. [TA13]
covers segmentation and registration methods for cardiac images, where motion correction
can be required.
Unsupervised learning In contrast to the previously mentioned approaches, unsupervised learning does not require ground truth data for unregistered sequences. Here, most
methods focus either on using a similarity metric (or a combination of several similarity
metrics) or other image features to estimate the transformation [HKY20].
Stergios et al. [SMM+ 18] employed a CNN based on a similarity metric that combines
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linear and non-rigid transformations of motion lung CT data. They use Mean Squared
Error (MSE) and regularization for their loss function. Ferrante et al. [FOGM18] apply
transfer learning to improve the generalization of algorithms to new medical domains.
Their loss function consists of a normalized cross-correlation component and regularization
terms. They evaluate their method on mono-modal cardiac X-ray and MRI cine images
to include motion correction. The approach performs well on similar image domains by
ﬁne-tuning the parameters, but struggles with entirely diﬀerent scenarios. For multimodal imaging, Sun et al. [SZ18] use a CNN composed of a feature extraction part, a
generator of deformation ﬁelds, and a spatial sampling component to register MRI and
US brain images to be able to detect brain shifting intra-operatively. They combine
information about pixel intensity and gradient values as a similarity function.
Kori et al. [KK19] present a 2D feature extraction approach for T1- and T2-weighted
brain MRI data with aﬃne transformation parameter regression. They use pre-trained
networks and calculate the loss with the Dice score [Dic45] of the binary moving and
ﬁxed image.

Problems While it would be desirable to have thoroughly automated registration
algorithms, the medical domain imposes several problems and challenges. The search space
for complete automation of non-linear registration problems has a high dimensionality
and involves many parameters. Computational cost and ending up in local minima due to
non-convexity are limiting factors. For example, using a CNN to determine a similarity
measure is often slower than using a pre-deﬁned metric, as in the case of Simonovsky et al.
[SGBM+ 16]. Furthermore, solving a registration problem involves diﬀerent parameters
depending on the organ or body area shown in the images [MV98, SDP13]. Especially
in multi-modal registration, ﬁnding a robust similarity measure that is applicable for
diﬀerent scenarios is diﬃcult and limits current research approaches [HKY20].
In the case of DL, researchers have to face the following additional challenges: Supervised
learning requires an extensive and high-quality ground truth data set for suﬃcient
robustness [HKY20]. However, ground truth data in registration is often lacking, especially
since the requirements for applications diﬀer strongly, depending on the use case, and
manual registration is time-consuming and often subjective. Furthermore, similar to
segmentation problems, with clinical ground truth data, the accuracy depends signiﬁcantly
on the physician carrying out the manual registration. Several authors, for example
Eppenhof et al. [EP18], generate ground truth data by applying random transformations
to a well-aligned data set. In this case, one has to make sure that the simulated data
is similar to actual data retrieved in a clinical setting. Haskins et al. [HKY20] state
that also the uncertainty measurement of model predictions remains an open challenge.
Last but not least, the algorithms mentioned above are not (yet) included in tools, so
they cannot be used by radiologists to register images and, at the same time, evaluate
the registration outcome. Even with high accuracy in most cases, there will always be
outliers where the registration fails because of noise or individual patient characteristics.
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3.2.2

Command Line Tools

Several toolboxes have been provided to users as command line interfaces. Usually,
such tools require parameter settings by the user. Therefore, the user needs algorithmic
background knowledge.
One of them is the well-known open-source C++ framework Insight Segmentation and
Registration Toolkit (ITK). ITK oﬀers many software tools regarding image processing
and analysis for developers. Its ﬁrst version has been published in 1999 with the aim to
aid reproducible research. Now, it is a popular platform for medical image analysis. In
fact, several of the command line tools we will present below are based on ITK.
Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) [ATS09] belongs to the most used software tools
for biomedical image analysis [KBD17]. They provide segmentation, registration, and
geometrical quantiﬁcation algorithms. For registration, several methods are available,
among them rigid, aﬃne, and transformable registration. R and Python interfaces are
available. Plastimatch [SLW+ 10] is an open source software for image processing in
radiotherapy. Besides functionality for cone-beam CT and medical image reconstruction,
they provide a tool for fast deformable image registration. They support only the
registration of two volumes at the time by a multi-stage approach. Elastix [KSM+ 09] is
a command line tool for medical image registration based on image intensities. It uses
the ITK registration framework as well as other data structures of ITK. SimpleElastix
[MBSK16] is a library to make Elastix available easily for multiple programming languages,
among them Python. It extends the library SimpleITK [LCIB13] which aspires to the
same purpose for several other ITK libraries. FSL [JBB+ 12] focuses on brain imaging
data and provides several algorithms for anatomical, functional, and diﬀusion images.
Their tools FLIRT and FNIRT oﬀer linear and non-linear registration. Apart from that,
tools for brain extraction, multi-subject analysis, subcortical segmentation, and many
more are available.

3.2.3

Tools with Graphical User Interface

In order to overcome the mentioned limitations, user interaction is required. There are
several tools that provide interactive registration approaches for medical imaging data.
Li et al. [LXN+ 05] assign a color to each individual volume during the interactive rigid
registration process to make them easily identiﬁable. The color homogeneity is then
used as a similarity measure, where they assume that homogeneous regions are well
aligned. Cheung et al. [CK09] let the user set diﬀerent landmarks during an iterative
registation procedure. The user identiﬁes landmark pairs based on visual similarity.
RegistrationShop is a 3D registration tool by Smit et al. [SHS+ 14] that oﬀers interactive
manual, landmark-based, and automatic transformations. A screenshot of the tool is
provided in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Main interface of the tool RegistrationShop for 3D interactive registration.
The user can adapt the visualization style for both volumes and interact with the volumes
in space. From Smit et al. [SHS+ 14].

Publicly Available Tools
Not all algorithms are provided in existing tools or software [KBD17]. This narrows
the potential of them being used by medical professionals. The review of Keszei et al.
[KBD17] focuses on how accessible these tools are to make them available for research
regarding medical image processing. They focus on non-rigid registration methods and
evaluate them based on speciﬁc criteria. In total, they evaluated 18 diﬀerent tools. A
large number has been developed for brain registration, for example, the widely used
tool SPM [Ash12], or the software AIR [WGH+ 98]. However, some are also applicable to
other body regions. In general, they observed an ongoing trend of registration based on
intensity values rather than features. The evaluated criteria are: access and technology,
interfaces and application, community support (i.e., the latest updates and how active
the support is), support of standard medical image formats, and ﬁnally registration type
and similarity measures.
We have mentioned the approaches presented by Keszei et al. [KBD17] which are relevant
for this work in the description of existing command line tools (ANTs, FSL and Elastix).
The authors include further software with graphical user interface in their survey. 3D
Slicer [PHK04] is one of them. In contrast to other tools, it does not focus on one body
region or application. It builds upon ITK and oﬀers functionality for medical image
analysis and visualization as a desktop or virtual reality application. Several modules
are available for image registration based on manual, semi-automatic, or automatic
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registration. For developers, most of the functions are also available in Python and
C++. A Plastimatch [SLW+ 10] plugin is available for the user interface. FireVoxel
[MR] is a software package with graphical user interface for multi-modal medical image
analysis, available for Windows. For interactive co-registration, the user is able to choose
a region of interest in which the registration will be more accurate than in outer areas.
Furthermore, the user can provide additional algorithmic settings before the registration
process starts. The images are shown in a side-by-side view, and the result is displayed
as a color-encoded overlay.
Even when providing a GUI, tools often require the users to have algorithmic knowledge
to set speciﬁc parameters. This fact makes them more ﬂexible, but it limits their usage
for medical professionals like radiologists that are not familiar with the backgrounds of
the algorithms.
The presented approaches do not fulﬁll the requirements we speciﬁed together with
medical experts. To the best of our knowledge, there is no approach aiming to ﬁnd an
optimal position for a given segmentation mask in diﬀerent sequences that is then used
for registration. In the case of deformable registration, the segmentation mask helps to
apply local transformations mainly in structures surrounding the tumor which matches
underlying tissue characteristics and avoids tumor deformations. Furthermore, the focus
of published work in case of non-existing segmentation masks is to generate them in the
moving images. In contrast, we focus on the search of the structure that ﬁts a given
mask. In addition, publicly available automated methods and command line tools require
settings that can be patient-speciﬁc or even vary for each sequence. For cases where
automated methods fail, we need a way to interactively correct the results. A drawback
of existing tools with GUIs is that it is only possible to register exactly one volume to
another one. Multi-modal support in graphical user interfaces is still lacking.

3.3

Evaluation

Medical image registration algorithms, especially non-rigid ones, are diﬃcult to validate.
This is often due to the lack of suﬃcient ground truth data. Therefore, there has not been
much progress in the development of appropriate evaluation methods in the last years,
and it can be considered as an unsolved problem [PMEM16]. To evaluate a registration
method, we need to assess its outcome accuracy. This can be done with mathematical
measures to quantify the error and by providing appropriate visualizations for a visual,
usually more qualitative evaluation [PMEM16].

3.3.1

Numerical Evaluation

Most of the published literature focuses on mathematical measures for evaluation. We
can distinguish evaluation methods using ground truth data and the ones using a gold
standard. The former methods use an accurate transformation measure for evaluation,
while the latter approaches work with an approximate measure [PMEM16].
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Evaluation on ground truth data Most methods involving ground truth data rely
on the synthetic transformation of aligned images. Apart from that, also phantoms that
model human body parts can be used [PMEM16, OT14]. Maglogiannis et al. [MZ04]
evaluated their work on registration using Simulated Annealing (SA) with diﬀerent 2D
images of dermatological cancer, US, brain MRI, and lung X-ray. They apply diﬀerent
translation, rotation and scaling to the images within deﬁned ranges (scaling between 0.1
and 1.0, rotation between -30 and 30 degrees). Pluim et al. [PMEM16] propose a method
for local error estimation using a CNN that is trained on synthetically transformed data
of 2D digital subtraction angiography. The error is assessed locally by training the
network on image patch pairs. Wang et al. [WDO+ 05] use several ways to evaluate their
registration approach: synthetically transformed CT images, a physical phantom of the
pelvic area, and generated segmentations.
The problem of synthetically generated transformations or phantoms is that they often
deviate from realistic scenarios. Noise, appropriate organ deformations, and imaging
variations are usually not taken into account [PMEM16]. Wang et al. [WDO+ 05] tried
to produce more realistic evaluation data by generating transformations based on manual
and automatic control points to specify the applied deformation. It is, however, very
diﬃcult and time-consuming to create phantoms that cover several realistic scenarios
[SFJ+ 16].
Evaluation using a gold standard For gold standard validation, it is usually not
recommended to use other similarity metrics than the one used for the registration
itself. Another similarity measure will lead to invalid evaluation outcomes, as it does not
measure the same information. Furthermore, it will lead to worse results, as it is probably
less suitable for the use case (otherwise it would have been used for the registration
procedure). However, it is also not a valid measure to use the same metric, since the
algorithm already aims to ﬁnd the best solution for it [PMEM16].
Another option is to measure the alignment of certain segmented anatomical tissues,
for example by computing the overlap. In this case, a problem that might occur is the
possibly undetected misalignment of regions that are not covered in the segmentation.
Simonovsky et al. [SGBM+ 16] evaluate their T1- to T2-weighted MRI registration
approach with a separate data set of 20 aligned brains of newborns, while their CNN
has been trained on adult data. They compute the Dice [Dic45] and Jaccard coeﬃcients
[Jac12] of manually segmented regions in comparison before and after registration and
report how much the Dice score improved. Furthermore, they compare between their
metric and registration using mutual information with and without mask to show that
their approach outperforms the other metrics. Chee et al. [CW18] use ground truth
segmentation masks of an aligned T1- and T2-weighted brain image data set to evaluate
their supervised neural network approach for inter-patient registration. The data set
contains images of 12 subjects, including manual segmentations. They evaluate the
method with the Jaccard index and the modiﬁed Hausdorﬀ distance [HKR93] to assess
the similarity between the image masks of two patients after registration.
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A generally accurate measure is to set manual landmarks and measure the distance
between them after registration [OT14, PMEM16]. It is regarded as the method with the
highest reliability to assess registration accuracy [PMEM16]. Pluim et al. [PMEM16]
train a classiﬁer to distinguish categories of registration errors based on features that
were computed around manually set landmarks. The algorithm distinguishes between
good, poor, and incorrect alignment. Fitzpatrick et al. [FW01] also described the use
of physical landmarks and the computation of the target registration error. With these
approaches, it is only possible to assess local deformations. Depending on a use case, this
can be suﬃcient, especially if landmarks are set in the speciﬁc area of interest. However,
especially for non-rigid registration, many landmarks are necessary, which involves a lot
of manual work. Furthermore, it can be challenging to ﬁnd landmarks in data that shows
low contrast or noise in areas of interest. Even though manual work is often used as a
gold standard, it adds uncertainty, as anatomical landmarks in medical imaging can be
hard to identify [PMEM16, FW01].
For a numerical evaluation of our approach, there are no internal clinical or public data
sets available containing unprocessed and ground truth data that represent our problem
of intra-patient co-registration. As mentioned, setting landmarks in our MRI data, where
we often observe low contrast, is prone to introduce inaccuracies. Transforming a publicly
available registered data set from another medical domain has a high risk to not resemble
real scenarios well. Therefore, we include visual evaluation methods in our approach.

3.3.2

Visual Evaluation

To assess the outcome of image registration visually, several visualization methods
exist. Schlachter et al. [SRM+ 19] reviewed published work related to visualization
in radiotherapy planning. Image registration is an important part in several steps of
radiotherapy planning, where dose calculation per volume unit is crucial for the patient’s
health and therapy success. According to the authors, objective evaluation measures
for the registration processes are missing, and manual registration leads to inter-rater
variability. Visual approaches try to target these challenges and let the user explore and
correct noisy registration outcomes interactively.
For their work in deformable prostate MRI and CT registration, Hamdan et al. [HBR+ 17]
use checkerboards to visually evaluate the outcome of their method. Hereby, the sequences
are shown in a slice-based manner with alternating image patches. The authors enhance
those checkerboards with contours (see Figure 3.5). In contrast to simple colored overlays,
the advantage of checkerboards is that they are applicable to show similarity even if
the gray value range of the modalities diﬀers. However, it is more diﬃcult to assess
registration inaccuracies in homogeneous regions [SFJ+ 16]. Cheung et al. [CK09] also
use checkerboards. Furthermore, they work with glyph-based 3D visualizations showing
the deformation ﬁeld, as well the deformation grid. To visualize the displacement vector
ﬁeld, Handels et al. [HWS+ 07] color-encode the magnitude of it and display the result
on a 3D surface model. This gives information about the amount of deformation, but
not about the registration accuracy. Schlachter et al. [SFJ+ 16] provide visualizations for
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(a) Rigid Registration

(b) Deformable Registration

Figure 3.5: Checkerboard visualization after rigid (a) and deformable (b) registration,
from Hamdan et al. [HBR+ 17].

the assessment of voxel-wise dissimilarity. Interaction and several visualizations allow for
detailed exploration of registration accuracy. An example can be seen in Figure 3.6.
In interactive visualization techniques, several magic lens approaches have been proposed
to facilitate the exploration of complex data. As introduced by Bier et al. [BSP+ 93],
the view on the data is altered within a speciﬁc ﬁeld. Often, this view appears near
the current mouse position. Magic lenses have been applied to the medical ﬁeld, for
example in volume visualization in surgical applications [KYWH12] or ﬂow visualization
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Figure 3.6: Visualizations to assess the accuracy of non-rigid medical image registration
methods. Local dissimilarity is shown together with underlying data. The user is able
to examine the data by various interaction techniques. Work from Schlachter et. al
[SFJ+ 16], ﬁgure taken from a later review of Schlachter et al. [SRM+ 19].
for the exploration of blood ﬂow in cerebral aneurysms [GNBP11]. We show examples in
Figure 3.7.
We are working with MRI data with a diﬀerent histogram range for each sequence.
Due to imaging physics, structures like the tumor can appear diﬀerently, for example
slightly bigger or smaller, even though it represents the same tissue. Therefore, voxel-wise
dissimilarity visualization would be diﬃcult to assess. Checkerboards can be used for
comparison of two volumes in a slice-based manner. A pre-deﬁned grid can hide relevant
details and makes it challenging to assess diﬀerences in small areas. For this reason,
we combine the idea of a checkerboard with an interactive magic lens to check the
registration of multiple volumes. In our literature research, we could not ﬁnd a magic
lens approach that compares two volumes in a slice-based manner to assess misalignments
in registration.
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(a) Lens with varying transfer function for volume data

(b) Zoom lens for volume data

(c) Contextual lens for ﬂow data

Figure 3.7: Magic lens visualizations for medical data exploration. The position of the
lenses changes with the cursor. Inside the lens in (a), a transfer function is used to
visualize vessels and soft tissues [KYWH12]. In (b), a circular region is emphasized
by a zoom lens [TGK+ 17]. (c) provides context information for ﬂow data in cerebral
aneurysms in form of isolines within the lens [GNBP11].
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CHAPTER

MuSIC
We introduce the web-based tool MuSIC (Multi-Sequential Interactive Co-registration)
to provide radiologists with an intuitive and fast method for interactive multi-sequential
co-registration. In this chapter, we present our contributions to the ﬁeld of co-registration
in medical imaging.
Open & Inspect
Case

Automatic
Shape Matching

Interactive
Shape Matching

Co-Registration

(Adaptations)

Figure 4.1: Workﬂow of the proposed tool including the main steps. The automated
shape matching aims to ﬁnd the shape of a given segmentation in all modalities. The
user can make adaptations to the proposed position. Based on the potentially varying
position of the segmentations in the various modalities, they are co-registered using a
landmark-based approach.
Registration workflow We propose the following workﬂow for our tool (see Figure 4.1). First, the user loads the diﬀerent sequences of one case and the corresponding
segmentation. The segmentation ﬁts one of the sequences which acts as a reference for
the processing steps. Afterwards, the user can call the automatic shape matching, which
aims to locate the segmentation automatically in the other sequences. The updated
position of the segmentation is shown to the user for every sequence in the tool. In the
step of interactive shape matching, the user can make adaptations to the segmentation
position regarding translation and rotation. For this procedure, we provide multi-modal
visualization support. Once the user has ﬁnished making adjustments, the sequences are
co-registered. The user can still iteratively adapt the segmentation position if necessary.
During this workﬂow, the user can group modalities that should be processed in the
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same way. This is desirable because, as mentioned in Chapter 2, several sequences
can be derived from one modality. In our case, PE, TTP, and AUC are derived from
one dynamically acquired sequence and therefore require the same processing steps. In
Figure 5.1 of Chapter 5 we show a more detailed workﬂow together with related decisions
for the user and how we represent them in our tool. In the subsequent sections, we
present our approach for the following steps: automatic shape matching, interactive
shape matching and the co-registration itself.

4.1

Automatic Shape Matching

The automatic shape matching aims to reduce the amount of user interaction by moving
the segmentation to the boundaries of the tumor in each modality and, thereby, providing
a ﬁrst suggestion of the actual tumor location. It is based on the minimization of a cost
function. Parameters that can be adapted to ﬁnd the global optimum are the translation
of the segmentation mask in x, y and z direction, as well as the rotation angles of the
mask around each of the three axes. The user can afterwards adjust the proposed results.
For the automatic shape matching, we describe
• the data preparation and preprocessing steps,
• the optimization procedure based on simulated annealing, and
• our cost function used for optimization.

4.1.1

Data preparation

Data preprocessing is necessary to limit the search space and reduce computational
cost. Furthermore, we need to enhance the contrast of tumor boundaries since MRI
data is noisy and might not show a high contrast around the tumor itself, while other
surrounding structures like the uterus or the bladder might be more prominent. This
highly depends on the medical image characteristics of the individual sequences. We
visualize the preprocessing steps in Figure 4.2.
Unprocessed Data

Histogram
Equalization

Gradient Filter

Cropping

Histogram Trimming

Figure 4.2: Preprocessing steps for the automatic shape matching.
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(c) 512 bins
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of adaptive histogram equalization with diﬀerent bin sizes using
scikit-image [vdWSN+ 14]. (a) shows the original PE sequence of a volume with an
orange arrow indicating the tumor boundary. In (b), (c) and (d) we can see the processed
volumes with a diﬀerent number of bins used in the algorithm. The contrast is enhanced
which also leads to a higher noise level.

Histogram equalization and normalization Adaptive histogram equalization can
be used to locally enhance the contrast in medical imaging [PAA+ 87]. The algorithm
acts in an area surrounding a voxel by transforming it to an intensity value that is related
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to its rank relative to the surrounding gray values. This makes it possible to emphasize
the contrast in regions even if they are darker or brighter than the main image area and
to distribute the histogram more evenly over the whole gray value range. We apply the
equalize_adapthist algorithm of scikit-image’s [vdWSN+ 14] exposure package
and normalize all modalities to a range between 0 and 1. Per default, the algorithm uses
a kernel size of k = 18 width · 81 height of the image. As number of bins, we choose 512
over the default of 256 which results in a good trade-oﬀ between enough contrast in the
tumor area and little additional noise. We show an example in Figure 4.3.

Gradient filter Our aim is to ﬁnd the tumor based on the gradient in the volume
since the outline of a tumor determines its shape. Therefore, we apply SciPy’s [VGO+ 20]
Gaussian Gradient Magnitude (GGM) ﬁlter. It computes the gradient magnitude
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of a 3D image function f using Gaussian derivatives. We chose the parameter σ, which
describes the width of the Gaussian ﬁlter, to be 1 voxel. Lower σ values lead to edgy
results, while higher values make the image blurry and the tumor not recognizable.

Cropping The location of the tumor can deviate only in a relatively small range
compared to the whole volume, since the patient position in the scanner does not change
drastically during the scans and also the internal organ movements are within a few
centimeters range. Therefore, we crop the volumes around the tumor position in the
reference sequence. We do this by determining the minimum and maximum index
belonging to the segmentation mask in each of the x, y and z direction and adding 15
voxels to the search space in each direction. We determined the size of this search space
together with our collaborating radiologists. Larger displacements of the tumor due to
organ movements are not common.

Histogram trimming In some of our sequences, the contrast between tumor and
uterus can be very low. To optimize the workﬂow for our given data sets and to improve
the automatic shape matching, we further emphasize the tumor boundary. Therefore, for
each modality we deﬁne two values to trim the histogram of the equalized volume to a
speciﬁc range in order to better distinguish tumor and endometrium. The values are set
after a short visual analysis of the value range between tumor and endometrium.
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(a) Original Volume

(b) GGM Original

(c) Histogram Equalization

(d) GGM + Histogram Equalization

(e) Histogram Trimming

(f) GGM + Histogram Trimming
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of preprocessing steps for the automatic shape matching. (a)
shows a slice of the original volume from a T2 sequence. The orange arrow points to the
tumor boundary which is hardly visible in this case. In (c) we can see the histogram
equalized volume, where the contrast is higher also around the tumor border. (e) shows
the volume after histogram trimming. (b), (d) and (f) depict slices of the volumes to the
left processed with a Gaussian Gradient Magnitude (GGM) ﬁlter.
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(a) b1000 Original Volume

(b) TTP Original Volume

(c) b1000 Histogram Equalization

(d) TTP Histogram Equalization

(e) b1000 Histogram Trimming

(f) TTP Histogram Trimming
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Figure 4.5: Diﬃculties of the pre-processing for automatic shape matching. (a), (c)
and (e) show the original and processed b1000 volumes of one case. The orange arrow
indicates the tumor boundary. The processing steps leading to good results for other
cases have less eﬀect here, since the sequence has a diﬀerent histogram distribution than
other b1000 sequences in the data set. (b), (d) and (f) visualize the TTP sequences of
the same case. Here, higher imaging noise makes it diﬃcult to emphasize the tumor.

4.1. Automatic Shape Matching
Difficulties The previous steps emphasize the contour of the tumor in many cases of
our data clearly. However, the scanning techniques of the modalities can vary a lot and
if the acquired image deviates signiﬁcantly from the medium range of image values, the
preprocessing described above does not lead to the desired outcome. One of our available
cases, for example, has a diﬀerent histogram distribution and the volumes appear darker.
Also if the volumes are very noisy, the procedure struggles with emphasizing the tumor
boundary while making it distinguishable from other structures. We show examples of
these cases and what the histogram equalized and histogram trimmed versions of the
volumes look like in Figure 4.5.
Combined processing of sequence groups To further enhance data quality for the
shape matching and to provide the same solution for sequences with the same biological
basis, we add those sequences to a combined volume. We equalize the histograms as
described above and smooth the volumes with a Gaussian ﬁlter, for which we set σ = 2
voxels to suﬃciently reduce noise. Higher σ values lead to a too strong blurring of the
tumor border. Afterwards, we add the gray values at each position and normalize the
newly created volume afterwards. This step has also the advantage that we exploit the
contrast characteristics in the diﬀerent modalities and achieve an overall bigger contrast.
In these cases, we do not trim the histogram.

4.1.2

Optimization Procedure

To ﬁnd the best ﬁt for the location of the segmentation mask in a volume, we search for
the optimum in a cost function. Two main directions for optimization algorithms are
optimization based on the gradient and direct search methods. The former calculate the
derivative (ﬁrst or higher order) of a cost function in order to retrieve a direction for
the next step. For complex cost functions, which are common in medical imaging, this
can be computationally very expensive and often results in local optima. Direct search
methods compute the next step based on the cost or energy function directly, without
the need to calculate derivatives [MZ04].
One possibility to optimize cost functions is SA. Introduced by Kirkpatrick [KGV83], the
method is derived from metallurgic annealing. The cost or energy function is represented
by the temperature of a material. In the beginning, the temperature is high, and the
whole range of the search space can be explored. With repeated steps and depending
on an acceptance criterion of the current parameter setting, the temperature decreases.
The steps get smaller, supporting an exploitation of a local search space. In general,
the exploration of the search space depends on a probabilistic component. Hereby, a
worse solution than the current one might be accepted, making it possible to escape local
minima. This is in contrast to the classical gradient descent approach.
We visualize the basic idea of the algorithm in Figure 4.6. The following components
need to be speciﬁed in advance [KGV83, MZ04]:
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Initialization The initialization involves the determination of an initial temperature
T0 , parameters and their bounds, as well as the number of iterations imax . Since the
initial temperature together with the cooling algorithm can have an impact on the results,
Ben-Ameur [BA04] examined possible strategies to set the initial temperature based on
the acceptance criterion. In practice, however, often an experimental setup is used, since
the initialization is very use-case-speciﬁc. Initial parameters can be estimated or set to a
random value. The number of iterations depends on the temperature, cooling schedule,
and the size of the search space. It should be high enough to allow to possibly explore
the whole space. For optimization, it can be reduced in an experimental setting or based
on an evaluation scheme. In the approach depicted in Figure 4.6, i is initialized as 0 and
increased iteratively until the maximum number of iterations is reached.
Computation of new solution We compute a new possible solution based on a cost
function that we describe in Subsection 4.1.3. For this computation, we need a new set of
parameters. To compute the initial solution, the parameters of the initialization are used.
When entering the loop, the new parameters are determined based on the parameters of
the current solution, a random component, and the current temperature Ti to further
explore the search space. If the new solution is better than the current solution, the
current solution is updated. If it is even better than the best solution, also the best
solution so far is updated.
Acceptance criterion If the new solution is worse, which means that it has a higher
cost than the current solution, it can still be accepted. The Metropolis criterion [MRR+ 53]
is used to determine whether a new solution is accepted as current solution or not, based
on the current cost J. If −∆J ≥ 0, which means if the cost of the current solution minus
the cost of the new solution is greater than or equal to zero, a random number ω from
a uniform distribution is derived. If ω ≤ e−∆J/Ti , the new solution is accepted and the
current solution is updated. Ti is the temperature for the current solution [MZ04].
Cooling schedule A cooling schedule involves the calculation of a temperature update.
Several update rules are possible, for example, based on a constant c between 0 and
1, where the temperature Ti+1 = cTi . Furthermore, the temperature does not have
to be updated for each iteration step. In the algorithm in Figure 4.6, we update the
temperature if the current solution is updated. As mentioned earlier, it can be quite
complex to design an appropriate cooling schedule and it depends, among other criteria,
on the size of the search space, the desired accuracy, and the computation of the cost
function.
Stopping criterion In our scheme, a maximum number of iterations deﬁnes the
stopping criterion. Instead, an early stopping criterion could be used. Common choices
are, for example, the ratio of rejected vs. accepted solutions, or an initially calculated
minimal temperature.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated Annealing algorithm with the number of iterations as stopping
criterion. Following [MZ04].
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Dual Annealing We used the approach described above to determine the initialization
components and to ﬁnd out how the algorithm behaves in terms of the given cost function.
For the integration in our application, however, we use SciPy’s [VGO+ 20] Dual Annealing
implementation. It is based on the work of Xiang et al. [XG00, XSFG97] and integrates
the fast SA [Tsa88] with the classical SA [TS96]. With this approach, they allow for a
more detailed exploitation of local search spaces by introducing a local search at accepted
solutions of the global search. Initially, we set all the transformation parameters, which
means both translation and rotation parameters of the segmentation mask, to zero to
compute an initial solution. We work with data that has been pre-registered based on
the image header, which is saved with the image during the acquisition and contains
information regarding the positioning of the patient in the scanner. Therefore, the tumor
in the diﬀerent sequences should be at least in the closer surroundings with respect
to the reference sequence (VIBE). The bounds contain one minimal and one maximal
possible value for each parameter that is used to compute new solutions. The minimum
and maximum translation parameters are computed based on the cropped bounding
box with the 15 voxels margin around the segmentation. The minimum and maximum
rotation parameters are set to -30 and 30 degrees, respectively. The size of the search
steps is characterized by a distorted Cauchy-Lorentz visiting distribution. A parameter
(in SciPy’s approach called the visit parameter) deﬁnes the height of the peak of the
distribution, where high values allow for larger steps. Large values cause a heavier tail of
the function. Also the temperature update rule depends on the visit parameter. We set
the initial temperature to 1000 after trying diﬀerent values, and SciPy’s visit parameter
to 1.5. Both values are higher by default (5230 for the initial temperature and 2.62 for
the visit parameter), which allows for bigger steps in the search space. Since for our use
case it is beneﬁcial to have small steps, we decrease the temperature and visit parameter.
However, with too small values, the algorithm gets trapped in local minima.

4.1.3

Cost Function

The cost function should have its optimum where the segmentation mask best ﬁts the
image content in terms of rotation and translation parameters. We deﬁne a good ﬁt as
a high and homogeneous gradient in the sequence at the borders of the segmentation
mask. In order to ﬁnd this optimal position of the segmentation, we need to calculate
the gradient magnitude at the borders of the segmentation. To calculate the cost for a
given set of transformation parameters, we compute the following steps:
1. Transform the segmentation mask with a given transformation parameter set
p determined by the optimization algorithm. We can adapt six transformation
parameters: Three for translations along each of the x, y and z axis, and three for
rotations around each of the axes.
2. Compute the segmentation hull indices from the transformed segmentation
mask. We get the binary segmentation hull by adding an outer and inner hull.
Subtracting the transformed segmentation mask from a dilated version of it (kernel
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size is set to 3x3x3) results in the outer part. Applying erosion with the same
kernel size to the mask and subtracting the original transformed version yields the
inner part. It is important to include both parts in the hull as, due to imaging
physics and pre-processing, the tumor can appear slightly smaller or larger in the
diﬀerent modalities.
3. Extract the gray values of the GGM filtered sequence at the positions of
the binary segmentation hull indices. This step corresponds to setting the nonzero
values of the segmentation hull to the corresponding values of the GGM ﬁltered
sequence.
4. Smooth the resulting volume with a Gaussian ﬁlter to allow for some inaccuracies. σ is set to 1.5 voxels. We will refer to the smoothed volume as Gp , where
p corresponds to the translation and rotation parameters used to transform the
segmentation for the hull computation. The volume represents a smoothed version
of the segmentation hull ﬁlled with values from the GGM ﬁltered sequence at the
corresponding indices.
5. Weigh the smoothed volume Gp with the gray values of the GGM ﬁltered
sequence data. This step increases the diﬀerence between low and high magnitude
values and, therefore, increases the diﬀerence between the cost of a well-ﬁtted
segmentation (mainly high values) and a segmentation that ﬁts only on some edges,
as the lower values are even more down-weighted. We will refer to the weighted
volume as Wp , which represents a weighted version of the segmentation hull ﬁlled
with values from the GGM ﬁltered sequence.
6. Compute cost function as described below.
We deﬁne the cost function as follows:
J(p) = −2 ·

P

Wp
+ σ(Wp ),
n

where n is the number of nonzero voxels of the weighted hull Wp . p is the parameter
vector, consisting of tx , ty , tz , θx , θy , θz as translation and rotation parameters for each axis.
In the ﬁrst term, we compute the sum of the gray values in the weighted segmentation
hull Wp divided by n. We want the ﬁrst term to be high to ﬁnd a minimum of the cost
function in a region with high gradient magnitude at the segmentation border. σ is the
standard deviation of the weighted segmentation hull Wp . This term of the cost function
is responsible for the homogeneity of the voxels inside the weighted segmentation hull.
It should prevent the optimization procedure to get stuck in a minimum where only
some parts of the hull have very high values. This is often the case at the border of
the endometrium and the bladder, as those two structures show a high diﬀerence in
gray values and, therefore, also a higher gradient magnitude than between tumor and
endometrium. Without this term, the segmentation tends to wander to that border. For
this reason, high σ values act as a penalty for non-homogeneous segmentation hulls. In
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Figure 4.7: Example steps of the cost function computation in two scenarios. In the example in the top row, the segmentation
is poorly aligned, which becomes visible in the discontinous weighted hull Wp (e). In the second row, the segmentation is well
aligned and the weighted hull Wp contains high and continuous values. (a) and (b) show the trimmed original and GGM
ﬁltered trimmed original in the area of the transformed segmentation. (c) depicts the segmentation mask. (d) visualizes
the smoothed segmentation hull Gp computed from the segmentation in (c) and the image values of (b). (e) shows the
segmentation hull Wp weighted by the gradient magnitude values of the volume in (b). The computed cost for the scenario in
the upper row is 0.3869e−2 . For the second row, it is −0.1782e−2
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theory, both the ﬁrst and second term are in the range between 0 and 1. We weigh the
ﬁrst term with a factor of two, since it is usually smaller than the value of the standard
deviation. This is probably due to the fact that many voxels of the segmentation hull can
have relatively small values (since we smooth it with a Gaussian ﬁlter and therefore make
it greater to account for inaccuracies). The goal is to minimize the cost function. The
resulting cost values can be both positive or negative. A better ﬁt is only characterized
by a smaller cost.

(a) Before Shape Matching

(b) After Shape Matching

Figure 4.8: Example outcome of the shape matching in comparison to original segmentation mask position in a b1000 sequence. (a) shows the sequence with overlain
segmentation before the shape matching. (b) visualizes the transformed segmentation
mask with the same underlying sequence. The tumor in the volume is represented by the
slightly brighter structure that we delineated with a bright blue outline. We can see that
the segmentation mask ﬁts the shape of the tumor better after the shape matching.
We depict example outcomes of the iterative steps in the cost function in Figure 4.7. We
show one scenario where the segmentation is not aligned well with the tumor boundaries,
and one where the segmentation is in an optimal position. In Figure 4.8, we show a
comparison between the position of a segmentation mask in an example case before and
after the automatic shape matching.

4.2

Interactive Shape Matching

After the automatic shape matching, the user can check the quality of the proposed
position and eventually adapt it. For those adaptations, we provide simple user interaction
to ﬁt a segmentation mask to the tumor boundary. The user can translate and rotate the
given segmentation to a desired location where the segmentation mask matches the tumor
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boundary. Since we want to oﬀer a web-based approach to allow for easy integration into
hospital systems, we use WebGL for slice and segmentation mask rendering.

4.2.1

WebGL Shader

Slice shading In computer graphics, shaders are programs that deﬁne rendering eﬀects
for scenes to visualize them on the screen. In the beginning, we used a slice based shader
[Thr19] provided by Three.js [Dan12] which allows to scroll through a volume and display
one slice as a plane at the current depth in the data. We can use the shader twice: ﬁrst
for displaying the MRI volume, and second to display the segmentation mask as an
overlay with user-deﬁned opacity.
When it comes to user interaction, the shader works ﬁne for only translation in x and
y direction on the screen. However, the data is displayed as a plane in the 3D camera
space. Rotating the 2D plane in the camera ﬁeld results in a rotation of the current slice
(see Figure 4.9) instead of a rotation of the segmentation volume. It would be possible to
use a ray casting approach to render the volumes in 3D. However, radiologists commonly
work with 2D slice views in the diﬀerent slicing directions. Therefore, we decided to
create a new shader to allow for translation and rotation of the segmentation in 3D while
displaying a slice-based representation of the segmentation. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no public web-based shader available that allows for the desired user interaction.

y

x
z

(a) No rotation

(b) Rotation z axis

(c) Rotation y axis

Figure 4.9: 3D rotation problem of a plane-based shader approach. We see a slice
in a coronal view of the VIBE sequence in the background and the according tumor
segmentation in red rendered on top. The blue boundaries indicate the plane on which
the slice of the segmentation volume is rendered. Not rotating the plane (a) and the
rotation around the z axis in the plane center (b) does not result in problems. Rotating
around the y axis (c) rotates the plane with the current segmentation slice in the camera
ﬁeld instead of rotating the segmentation volume and showing the updated slice.
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(a) One plane

(b) Three planes

(c) Translated planes

Figure 4.10: Sketch-based visualization of the intersections between the data volume,
here represented as a cube, and (a) one plane and (b) three planes perpendicular to
the three slicing directions. In (c), the planes are translated on the x axis to the left.
The cameras in (b) and (c) visualize virtual cameras that deﬁne from which side we are
looking on the data cube and what we show on the screen. Each camera is perpendicular
its corresponding plane.

Custom shader In order to provide the desired functionality, we need to create a
custom shader. We explain details about the implementation with WebGL in Chapter 6.
Here, we will focus on the main concept and user interaction to transform a segmentation
mask and obtain a correct representation of the tumor volume in a 2D slice view. The
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basic idea is to show the intersection between a plane and the data volume on the
screen. We have three slice views per sequence: x, y and z, where z corresponds to the
axial-oblique direction in which the MRI images in our data set have been acquired.
Therefore, we need three diﬀerent planes to show the three slicing directions respectively.
The way the planes intersect with the volume is depicted in Figure 4.10. Since we want
to show the intersection between the planes and the volume, we can imagine having three
virtual cameras that deﬁne what we see on the screen. They are always perpendicular to
their plane, also if the planes are translated or rotated.

(a) No rotation

(b) Rotation x axis

(c) Rotation three planes

Figure 4.11: Sketch-based visualization of plane rotation as intersection with the data
volume. (a) shows one plane perpendicular to the z axis and the intersection with the
segmentation volume. ~n is the plane normal, and t~1 one of the two tangents laying in the
plane, perpendicular to the plane normal. (b) shows the plane rotated around the x axis.
(c) visualizes how the other two planes depend on this rotation.

4.2.2

User Interaction

The user can transform a segmentation on the screen by interacting with the planes.
Here, we explain how the user interaction aﬀects the positioning of the planes. In general,
we allow for both translation and rotation along all diﬀerent axes in each slice direction
with the keyboard.
Translation The user can translate the mask with the four arrow keys on the keyboard.
A translation in one slice view has diﬀerent eﬀects on the mask representations in the
other slice directions. For example, if the user wants to move the segmentation 5 voxels
to the right on the screen in the frontal view, the planes are moved accordingly to the left
on the x axis. On the screen, this appears as the same change of the segmentation to the
right for the view represented by the orange plane (looking from the top). However, the
segmentation view represented by the pink plane changes the depth and we see another
slice. We show how the position of the planes change on user translation in Figure 4.10.
There is a diﬀerence between the translation of the segmentation mask, which changes
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the position of all three planes, and scrolling through the slices, which moves only one of
the planes in the corresponding depth.
Rotation The same concept regarding the behavior of the planes on user interaction
applies to rotation. The inverse rotation of the plane reﬂects the transformation of the
segmentation initiated by the user. The rotation of one of the planes is adopted by the
others. We visualize the change of the planes in an example case of rotation in Figure 4.11.
We rotate the blue plane around the x axis with respect to the rotation center, which
lies in the origin of the two vectors ~n and t~1 . Therefore, the rotation around the x axis
corresponds to the rotation around t~1 . This transformation is also applied to the pink
and orange plane.

4.2.3

Assessment of Position Accuracy and Future Alignment

During the interactive shape matching, we want to provide a visualization method to
assess the alignment based on the current segmentation position. Medical experts usually
still have to compare diﬀerent sequences by having them side by side, which requires
good imagination skills and focus [RvdHD+ 15]. To facilitate the comparison between
two sequences, multi-modal visualization techniques can be used. We introduce an
interactive magic lens [BSP+ 93] to allow for assessing the alignment of the tumor and
surrounding structures. A square is rendered on top of a sequence showing the data
of another speciﬁed sequence, for example the user-determined reference modality. It
becomes active on keyboard interaction at the current cursor position. The user can
change the position of the lens by moving the cursor to compare diﬀerent structures
while the lens is active. Furthermore, scrolling through diﬀerent slices is still possible
with an active lens visualization. We show the magic lens in Figure 4.12. In contrast to
a checkerboard or a transparent overlay of the whole volume, which are often applied to
assess registration accuracy [HBR+ 17, CK09], the magic lens oﬀers an interactive and
localized way to compare two volumes. Furthermore, we include the segmentation mask
as overlay with the user-set opacity in the magic lens to assess the alignment of the
segmentation in comparison to both sequences. The coordinates of the reference sequence
that are displayed in the lens update based on the positioning of the segmentation mask.
Before transforming the segmentation mask, the user can compare the original volumes.
During the search for a good segmentation ﬁt, the magic lens updates the translation
and rotation of the displayed reference view. Thereby, it becomes possible to assess the
future alignment of the two volumes after a full rigid co-registration already during the
interactive transformation of the segmentation mask. We will describe the user interface
and further possible user interactions in detail in Chapter 5.
Magic lenses have been used in several medical applications [KYWH12, TGK+ 17,
GNBP11]. However, there is no approach providing a magic lens for the assessment of
misalignment in registration that already gives indications about the registration results
during the interactive search for an appropriate alignment.
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(a) Before transformation

(b) After transformation

Figure 4.12: Magic lens before and after segmentation transformations in a T2 sequence
with VIBE as reference modality. The lens view updates based on the segmentation
position, here with an x and y translation and a slight rotation around the z axis.
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Figure 4.13: Process for the registration with Elastix [KSM+ 09]. The user transforms the
~ comprising
segmentation to the desired position. The resulting transformation matrix A,
the rotation and translation coeﬃcients, is used to transform the landmarks of the ﬁxed
image to obtain the landmarks for the moving image. The landmarks of the ﬁxed image
are the indices where the values of the untransformed segmentation volume are equal to
1. We pass the two generated ﬁles containing the original and transformed landmarks
to the Elastix module, which registers the currently processed sequence to the reference
sequence based on the corresponding landmarks.
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4.3

Co-Registration

To register the selected volumes in the web application, we use a landmark-based approach.
The basic idea is to use the indices of the segmentation mask, namely the coordinates
where the segmentation data equals 1, as landmarks for the registration process. The
not transformed, original indices of the segmentation represent the landmarks in the
ﬁxed reference modality, while the user-adapted transformed segmentation indices are
the corresponding landmarks of the moving modality. In this way, we avoid major deformations in the tumor area during registration. We use the Python library SimpleElastix
[MBSK16] of the Elastix [KSM+ 09] framework for the actual registration and visualize
the approach in Figure 4.13.
Elastix [KSM+ 09] is a command line tool that oﬀers, among many other methods,
landmark-based registration. After the user transforms the segmentation to the desired
position that matches the underlying tumor border, we extract the transformation
~ that represents the transformation of the segmentation mask. We apply A
~
matrix A
to the landmarks of the ﬁxed modality. Both the ﬁxed and corresponding transformed
landmarks are passed to Elastix with the reference modality and the modality that should
be transformed.
Components and settings Elastix is an elaborated framework that oﬀers a large
number of settings to customize the parametric registration process based on the speciﬁc
use case. In general, it deﬁnes the registration problem including a cost function C
depending on a parameterized transform T~ with parameters µ as
Tµ = argminC(Tµ ; IF , IM ),
Tµ

with

C(Tµ ; IF , IM ) = −S(Tµ ; IF , IM ),
where IF , IM are the ﬁxed and moving image, and S is the similarity measure. The
parameter values µ depend on the registration approach. For example, there are three
rotation and three translation parameters for 3D rigid registration. Tµ is then the
transform that maps the ﬁxed image IF to the moving image IM . To deﬁne the settings,
we followed the Elastix manual [KS18] describing the single steps and components.
Figure 4.14 shows the components of the Elastix registration process.
Metrics Mutual Information (MI), AdvancedMattesMutualInformation in SimpleElastix, is a similarity metric that is suitable for multi-modal registration problems.
SimpleElastix oﬀers also Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), but it is not optimized
in terms of performance. Other commonly used metrics are the Mean Squared Diﬀerence
(MSD), which, however, assumes an equal intensity distribution from both images. This
means the images have to be from the same modality. Normalized Correlation Coeﬃcient
(NCC) is recommended for images with linear intensity distributions. Kappa Statistics
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Figure 4.14: Registration components of Elastix [KSM+ 09]. From the Elastix manual
[KS18].
(KS) can be used to measure the overlap between segmentations. A diﬀerent measure,
SCP , is based on corresponding points, which minimizes the distance between two sets of
corresponding points. It is deﬁned as
SCP =

1 X
||xM i − Tµ (xF i )||,
P xF i

with P as the number of points ~xi and ~xF i , ~xM i as corresponding points of the ﬁxed and
moving modality. We use a combination of the corresponding points metrics and Mutual
Information.
Samplers Image samplers can avoid to calculate the similarity metrics for all voxel indices (full sampler) to reduce computational cost and, therefore, registration time. Elastix
oﬀers grid, random, and random coordinate sampling, next to the full sampler. Grid
sampling is equivalent to downsampling. Both the random and the random coordinate
sampler use a certain number of voxels that can be determined by the user in advance.
The diﬀerence between them is that the random coordinate sampler is not constrained to
real voxel positions, but also in-between-voxel positions can be used. We choose random
coordinate sampling, as it can make the cost function smoother and easier to reach the optimum [MBSK16]. Additionally, we set the parameters NewSamplesEveryIteration
and UseRandomSampleRegion to true. If leaving the default value ’false’ for the latter
parameter, the sampler uses samples from the whole data domain. Changing it to ’true’
enables the function to choose samples in a neighbourhood around the currently processed
voxel, according to a uniform distribution. We follow the recommendations and set the
size of the neighbourhood (SampleRegionSize) to one third of the smallest value of
the image size, resulting in a similarity measure that is computed locally.
Interpolators Elastix uses non-voxel positions to evaluate the transformations of the
moving image in the optimization process. The options are nearest neighbour, linear,
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and N-th order B-spline (BSplineInterpolator). While the ﬁrst two options are
fast, a B-spline interpolation often results in better quality outcomes. At least N=3 is
recommended for good quality and reasonable speed, which is also our choice.
Transforms A transform maps the coordinates of the ﬁxed image to the new coordinates
in the moving image. We have the choice between translation, rigid, similarity, aﬃne,
B-splines, and thin-plate splines transform. Rigid (Euler) transforms include rotation
parameters in addition to translation. Similarity transforms additionally scale, while
aﬃne transforms also apply shear to the moving image. B-splines are non-rigid transforms
that use a control point grid to perform local transformations along the points, depending
on another parameter that determines the number of control points in the surroundings
inﬂuencing the current control point. Also thin-plate splines are a form of non-rigid
transformations and are kernel-based. The transformation is composed of an aﬃne and
a non-rigid component and is computed with respect to corresponding landmarks in
both images. In this approach, however, only the landmarks in the ﬁxed image are
provided by the user. The landmarks in the moving image initially are set to the ﬁxed
image’s landmarks and adapted iteratively. We use a combination of rigid and B-splines
transforms.
Optimizers Examples for possible optimizers to minimize the cost function determined
by the similarity metric are quasi-Newton, nonlinear conjugate, gradient descent, and
Robbins-Monro approaches. The latter two are recommended and suitable for most
registration problems. The Robbins-Monro approach approximates the derivatives of the
cost function, making it faster, but including potential errors due to the approximation.
For those two methods, the setting of a gain factor α is necessary that weighs the negative
gradient of the cost function to deﬁne the search direction. It can be diﬃcult to tune
and is very problem-speciﬁc. Since we want the tool to be used also for other data sets,
we use SimpleElastix AdaptiveStochasticGradientDescent, which estimates an
initialization for α.
Multi-resolution Two ways of initially reducing the complexity and computation
time of a registration are mentioned in the Elastix manual [KS18]. One is to work with
Gaussian image pyramids to smooth and/or downsample the images gradually. This
option makes it possible to ﬁrst match larger structures and reﬁne the registration step
by step for smaller structures. We use the default settings of the image pyramids. It
can be also helpful to initially constrain the registration in the degrees of freedom. This
is possible for example by using a rigid transformation before a B-spline registration
to start the non-rigid part of the registration with better starting conﬁguration. Also
gradually adapting the B-spline grid complexity can be useful.
Considering the described setting options, we deﬁned our registration approach based on
segmentation indices as landmarks. We use multiple metrics per registration call and
start with an initial rigid registration by only matching the corresponding landmarks with
the CorrespondingPointsEuclideanDistanceMetric. For our data set, where
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the largest images have a shape of (232, 256, 88) voxels, this step is very fast and can
be computed in a few seconds per modality. Furthermore, for improving research in
radiomic tumor proﬁling, our collaborators would like to ideally also match the close
surrounding of the tumor, which in our case is the uterus. The uterus can slightly change
its shape based on bladder ﬁlling and movement of the intestines. To account for small
inaccuracies and a slightly diﬀerent endometrial shape, we perform B-splines registration
as a second step. To avoid deformation of the tumor, we also support this step with the
same landmarks. We combine the two metrics AdvancedMattesMutualInformation
and CorrespondingPointsEuclideanDistanceMetric. We can weigh the components for the cost function and set a lower weight to the B-splines (0.5) compared to a
default value of 1.0. This ensures that the position of the points has a higher weight to
avoid strong deformations.
Masking We have to assign a weight for the deformable registration metrics. Setting
a weight implies that the Mutual Information metrics has an inﬂuence that theoretically
could still cause deformations in the voxels of at landmark positions. Even though these
deformations are not likely to occur, we further constrain the deformable registration to
the area outside the tumor by using binary registration masks. We set the mask to 1 for
voxels that are outside the tumor segmentation mask, and to zero otherwise. This mask
limits the sampler to select voxels only in the deﬁned area outside the tumor.
Grouping In our data set, several sequences are derived from one other sequence
and represent the same biological basis. Next to a multi-metric strategy, SimpleElastix
allows for registration with both multiple ﬁxed or moving images. We use the feature
of SimpleElastix to register the grouped modalities determined by the user as multiple
moving images to the single reference modality. With a multi-metric and multi-image
approach, the cost function changes to:
1
C(Tµ ; IF , IM ) = PN

i=1 ωi

N
X

i
).
ωi Ci (Tµ ; IFi , IM

i=1

i the various single and moving images.
Ci deﬁnes the single sub-metrics and IFi , IM

According to the Elastix manual [KS18], using multiple metrics and/or multiple images
can help yielding better registration results and being more robust. Another advantage
can be the reduced computation time of this approach.
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User Interface
With MuSIC (Multi-Sequential Interactive Co-registration), we provide a web-based
tool for multi-modal interactive co-registration based on a given segmentation mask
that matches one of the sequences. Furthermore, we propose a workﬂow to perform
co-registration for multi-sequence endometrial MRI data with our web application. This
workﬂow is depicted in Figure 5.1. We will describe and visualize the single steps in this
chapter based on a use case of one subject of our data set. As described in Chapter 2,
we have seven sequences available with a segmentation mask for the VIBE sequence,
created either manually or with an ML algorithm. The other sequences have been only
aligned based on the information of the patient’s position in the scanner provided by the
header information. This step transforms the sequences into the same space deﬁned by
the scanner. However, the alignment based on header data does not account for other
factors, for example internal organ movement. Therefore, the quality of the alignment is
poor.
Figure 5.2 shows the tool after loading the sequences and the segmantation data. The
user interface is composed of three diﬀerent parts. The left toolbar contains diﬀerent
interactive components related to the workﬂow steps. The main view in the middle oﬀers
views for three diﬀerent slicing directions of one volume. In our data set, the biggest
view of the three slicing directions shows the sequence sliced in an axial oblique direction,
in which the volumes have been acquired originally. The right grid view shows the other
selected modalities in an axial oblique slicing direction.
Toolbar The toolbar (see Figure 5.3) contains several components. In the Data tab, we
have buttons to upload and save data. The Slice View tab provides interaction possibilities
with the slice views like zooming, panning, and contrast adjustment. Furthermore, it
provides information regarding the current position in the volume represented by the
slice numbers for each slicing direction. In the Segmentation tab, the user can adapt
the segmentation opacity with a slider. When changing the position and rotation
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Figure 5.1: Detailed workﬂow diagram of the proposed tool.
of the segmentation, the two corresponding sub-tabs provide information about the
transformation applied in the current main view. The information is depicted for the
biggest view of the three slicing directions (axial oblique) and stored for each sequence,
even when changing the main view. In case of rotation, we provide hints for the keys
used for rotation around each axis in positive and negative direction. The Registration
tab contains buttons to start the automatic shape matching and to perform the ﬁnal
registration after the adaptation of the segmentation masks.
Open and Inspect Case With the upper left button of the sidebar in the data tab
(see Figure 5.3), the user can select and upload up to seven diﬀerent volumes. With the
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot of the Multi-Sequential Interactive Co-registration (MuSIC) application. The left side shows a toolbar
with possibilities to load data, interact with it, and start the shape matching and registration algorithm. In the middle, we
have a main slice view in three slicing directions. The grid view on the right shows the other modalities.
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Figure 5.3: Elements of the MuSIC toolbar (here divided into two pieces).
button next to it on the right, one can upload also a segmentation volume. Loading
the selected volumes and segmentation mask results in a view similar to Figure 5.2.
To inspect the case, the user can interact with the slice views either by the provided
buttons, or with the mouse. Scrolling up or down changes the slice number of the slice
direction where the cursor is currently located. Scrolling in one sequence adapts the slice
depth of the other sequences as well. Pressing the right mouse button and moving the
mouse up or down results in zooming in and out, respectively. When pressing the mouse
button in the middle, the user can change the position of the slice in the view, which is
especially helpful with a high zoom factor to ﬁnd the region of interest. We designed these
interactions based on the currently used tool in the research PACS (Picture Archiving
and Communication System).
Custom Layout We allow the user to adapt and customize the layout of the grid view
(see Figure 5.4). Single views can be changed in position and size by mouse interactions
to make the user interface more ﬂexible. To change the position of a view, users can
simply interact with it by drag and drop interactions. To make a view bigger and smaller,
the user can click and drag the bottom right corner of a view container. A dark red
background always indicates position and size of the view when the mouse button is
released. If the layout gets bigger than the pre-deﬁned layout, a scrollbar is automatically
added to the view.
Furthermore, the user can change the sequence that is shown in the big main slice view.
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(b) Adapt size

(c) Position and size adapted

Figure 5.4: The customizable layout of MuSIC. In (a), the user begins to change the position of the TTP modality by dragging
the viewport with the mouse to a desired position. The red background shows where the view would be placed if the user
released the mouse. (b) shows the beginning of a resizing interaction with the same sequence, where the user drags the lower
right corner to make the view bigger. (c) shows the result of the interaction.

(a) Changing position
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When hovering over a view, a button with a symbol indicating expansion appears on the
top left of the view, as shown in Figure 5.5. Clicking on it switches the selected sequence
with the sequence in the main view. This is advantageous during the adaptation of the
segmentation location because it allows for a view in all three slicing directions.

Figure 5.5: Slice view with button to switch sequence in the main view. The button
appears when hovering over the view.

Grouping of Modalities In order to deﬁne grouped sequences, the user has to press
the shift key and click on the desired modalities. The selected views are visualized
with a bold, bright blue border. We show the diﬀerence between selected and not selected
views in Figure 5.6. All modiﬁcations made in one of the sequences are mirrored in the
other modalities that are also part of the grouping. For example, moving the segmentation
in one grouped sequence to the right, automatically transforms the masks in the other
grouped sequences as well. The selection stays consistent when changing the layout or
switching the reference view.
Reference Modality As depicted in Figure 5.1, the user should deﬁne a reference
sequence before the automatic shape matching and, in case of interactive modiﬁcations,
before calling the ﬁnal co-registration. The user can select the reference sequence by
pressing the Ctrl key and clicking on the desired view. The view is highlighted with an
orange border to emphasize the current reference.
Automatic Shape Matching For now, the automatic shape matching does not
consider previous changes in the segmentation masks performed by the user. After
the search is done, the updated position and rotation of the segmentation mask, as
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Figure 5.6: Interactive grouping of sequences. The upper two and the lower left sequences
are in a group as indicated by a bold, bright blue frame. Adaptations in one of them are
applied to the other one as well. The sequence at the bottom is not part of the group.
determined by the algorithm, appears on the screen. The user can keep the changes or
revert them for each modality individually.
In case the segmentation location is not satisfying and the user prefers to adapt it based
on the initial position, a Reset Changes button appears at the current mouse position
when pressing the Alt key (see Figure 5.7). It sets the position and rotation of the
segmentation under the cursor to its original values, which are the same as in VIBE.
If the view is grouped with other modalities, their segmentation mask movements and
rotations are reverted as well.
Interactive Shape Matching For transforming the segmentation mask, we provide
several keyboard interactions. The transformations depend on the current mouse position
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for both the sequence and slicing direction. The user can translate the mask in the
current view with the four arrow keys (up, down, left, right) in x and y direction. The
diﬀerent slicing directions are linked. Therefore, translating the segmentation in one slice
view can have diﬀerent eﬀects in the other slicing directions (as explained in Chapter 4).
To rotate the mask in diﬀerent directions, several
keys can be used. We visualize the possibilities for
the frontal axial oblique view in Figure 5.8 with
the help of a 3D cube to facilitate orientation. The
toolbar provides hints about which keys to use for
rotation, next to the current state of translation
and rotation.
Magic Lens We can activate the magic lens in
the view where our mouse cursor is located at by
pressing the key R. Around the cursor, a square is
displayed which shows the reference sequence (we
showed this feature in Figure 4.12 of Chapter 4).
Scrolling and other interactions are still possible
if the lens is activated. When releasing the R key,
Figure 5.7: Reset button that ap- the lens disappears. The lens can be used in all
pears at the current mouse position sequence views and slicing directions.
to set the position and rotation of
the segmentation to the initial, un- Co-Registration After adapting the masks, the
modiﬁed state.
tool looks like shown in Figure 5.9. In an ideal case,
all the masks ﬁt the tumor border of the underlying
sequence. When clicking on the Register button in
the toolbar, the volumes are aligned to the reference
sequence. After the registration is done, the views
update and the new, transformed volume is shown.
We reset the segmentation mask automatically to
the original position in the reference sequence. The
user can assess the results visually by analyzing the
ﬁt of the mask and by using the magic lens. Iteratively adapting the mask placement is possible if
the user still wants to do so. Only those sequences
where the user changes the segmentation mask are
aligned. The other sequences stay the same and are
Figure 5.8: Rotation interaction not transformed. Currently, we save the registered
with the segmentation mask indi- images and transformation parameters automaticating the corresponding keys.
cally. However, also additional download with the
help of the corresponding buttons in the toolbar
(see Figure 5.3) is possible.
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Figure 5.9: MuSIC after grouping and adapting the segmentation positions. VIBE is set as the reference sequence as depicted
with the orange border. TTP, PE and AUC are grouped. When clicking on Register, the sequences are aligned according to
the segmentation positioning.

CHAPTER

Implementation
To make our tool easily accessible, we created a modular web-based approach. We use
JavaScript as the frontend programming language and Python in the backend.
The project is structured mainly in two directories: frontend and api. In the
frontend directory, there is a package.json ﬁle containing the necessary dependencies to run and open the web page in the browser. Using the tool’s backend part
requires a Python environment (we use Python 3.8). The Python requirements can
be installed from a requirements ﬁle in the project’s base directory. Furthermore, ITK
[MLI+ 14] and Elastix [KSM+ 09] need to be installed to perform the registration. We
use a Windows PC with a WSL2 Ubuntu Linux subsystem. However, Elastix and all
other libraries are available for Windows, Linux, and macOS.

6.1

Frontend

For frontend development, we use the open-source JavaScript library React [Wal11].
It allows the creation of reusable components for responsive web-based user interfaces.
Maintained by Meta (former Facebook) and other contributors, it has become one of the
most used libraries for web development in the last few years. Among other features,
it oﬀers virtual DOM trees for real-time updates, JSX as a syntax extension of HTML
for JavaScript, and state management features [Wal11]. Several third-party components
based on React are open source, such as React-Grid-Layout [Rea], which we use for the
interactive, draggable, and resizable layout in the multi-sequence grid view.
Layout and Design For the general layout and design of our application, we use
Leaner Style Sheets (LESS) as a backward-compatible extension to Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS). It makes writing CSS more readable and eﬃcient, as it allows, for example,
to create nested classes and variables.
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6.1.1

Rendering

WebGL is an OpenGL ES-based API for interactive 3D rendering in the web. It can
be used with JavaScript interfaces. In a 3D space, a camera deﬁnes the point of view,
including position, orientation, and other camera characteristics. Therefore, it determines
how we, as a user, look on an object in a scene. Such objects in WebGL are made out of
vertices that represent coordinates (x, y, z) in the 3D coordinate system. The vertices
together form a mesh. Textures or materials contain surface characteristics of a mesh in
the form of bitmaps, such as color, light reﬂection properties, and more [Par12, ML13].
The open source library Three.js [Dan12] provides common objects for 3D WebGL
renderings in a high-level API. It oﬀers an object-oriented interface with pre-deﬁned
features and interaction possibilities [Par12]. We use Three.js to create and interact with
the renderer, cameras, scenes, and objects, as well as with vectors and matrices. We have
one canvas covering the whole application and, therefore, also only one WebGL renderer.
Using one canvas and renderer for each view results in potential errors due to too many
WebGL renderer contexts. Each view, which means each sequence and slice direction,
represents one scene. For each scene, we have one camera. We deﬁne where to render the
scene based on the element that contains the scene. With this information, we can set
the current viewport of the renderer when looping over the views. Since the views are in
a 2D space, and we do not need perspective projections, we use an orthographic camera
setup for each view. We hide the elements containing the x and y slicing direction views
for the slice directions that are currently not visible. We show the structure for rendering
in Figure 6.1.

6.1.2

Custom WebGL Shader

As described in Section 4.2, we developed a WebGL shader to display the segmentation
data. In order to render the representation of an object on the screen, shader programs
implement how vertex coordinates get mapped and displayed on the screen by the GPU.
They are written in the OpenGL ES shading language (GLSL ES) and consist of a vertex
and fragment (or pixel) shader. The former is called for each vertex of the data. It is
responsible for the calculation and manipulation of the vertex positions for the projection
to the viewport. The latter mainly creates the ﬁnal color output for each fragment
[Par12, ML13].
We want to visualize three slicing directions. For each of the three slicing directions, we
have to to calculate the intersections between a plane and the segmentation volume to
render the intersection onto the screen. Therefore, we send the following input parameters
to the shader program:
• Data array: The shader receives the gray values of the data volume as a normalized
Float32 array buﬀer in a range between 0 and 1.
• Original volume size: The original size of the data volume is speciﬁed in the
data header which contains information from the scanner and acquisition process.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the tool for rendering of the diﬀerent sequences. The canvas
covers the whole application, so for all scenes we use the same renderer. The canvas is split
into viewports, where each viewport is deﬁned by a container element. In each viewport,
the renderer displays one scene with one camera speciﬁc for the current viewport.
• Desired output size: The size for the 2D rendering. In case of the coronal view,
for example, these are the ﬁrst two dimensions of the original data volume (xm ax
and ym ax).
• Virtual camera ID: The ID of the virtual camera representing the camera
orientation, as described in Figure 4.10 of Chapter 4. It can be seen also as the
slicing direction of the data volume. The value can be 0 for the frontal z view
(i.e., axial oblique), 1 for x (volume viewed from the top), and 2 for y (side view,
corresponds originally to sagittal oblique). The computation of the coordinates
that are rendered on the screen depends on the camera direction.
• Depth: A 3D vector deﬁning the current depth of the plane for each slice direction,
initialized as the middle slice of the volume, which means the rounded maximal
slice number divided by two. The user can adapt the depth by scrolling through
the volume.
• Plane normal ~n: A 3D vector initialized as (0, 0, 1), perpendicular to the frontal
z plane.
• Plane tangent1 t~1 : A 3D vector laying in the frontal z plane, perpendicular to
the plane normal. Initialized as (0, 1, 0).
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• Translation vector: A 3D vector to allow for translation of the planes via user
interaction in each slicing direction. Initialized as (0, 0, 0).
• Rotation center vector: A 3D vector that speciﬁes the center point of rotation,
around which the planes are rotating in the 3D space. We set the rotation center
vector to the normalized center of mass of the segmentation. If it is set to (0.5, 0.5,
0.5), the planes rotate around the volume center.
In the shader, we process the intersection with one of the three planes and derive the
correct coordinates for the other planes based on the camera ID. Since we have three
slicing directions, we use the shader three times per sequence and calculate the displayed
coordinates.
Vertex shader The vertex shader is used to render a geometry that covers the current
viewport to trigger the fragment shader processing. We transform the model coordinates,
which means the original coordinates in our data volume of the segmentation data, to
the so-called clip space in order to project them on the screen. The clip space can be
imagined as a cube where each side is 2 units long and the origin (0, 0, 0) is in the center
of the cube. The coordinates range from (-1, -1, -1) to (1, 1, 1). Rasterization of this clip
space results in the 2D image which is rendered [Par12, ML13]. Furthermore, we prepare
the texture sampling coordinates for the segmentation rendering. We rescale the 2D
coordinates of our viewport to a range between 0 and 1 to match the coordinate range
with which we sample our texture. This rescaling enables an orthogonal projection of
each virtual camera to its corresponding plane, since we deﬁne the viewport coordinates
to be on the plane. These values are then interpolated for each fragment when passed to
the fragment shader, so we sample uniform fragments for each pixel on the screen.
Fragment shader In order to deﬁne an output color for each fragment, we calculate
the plane-volume intersection in the fragment shader. We imagine our segmentation
volume to be a unit cube in the center of an orthonormal basis which is the standard
basis E. As an outcome, we want to sample the original segmentation data volume
with the 3D standard coordinates of the plane in the standard basis E. We consider
the derived 2D viewport coordinates from the vertex shader, which range between 0
and 1, being on the plane. With these plane coordinates, we can compute the volume
coordinates based on the current plane translation and rotation. We want to compute
the intersection between the plane and the volume in the standard basis E, which equals
to expressing the plane itself in E. Since we only have the plane coordinates in the plane
basis B, we need to transform them to the standard basis E. The input plane normal
~n and plane tangent1 t~1 deﬁne two of the basis vectors of the plane basis B that are
expressed in the standard basis E. As a third vector tangent2 t~2 , we calculate the cross
product t~2 = ~n × t~1 . Initially, the 3D standard coordinates are composed of the 2D plane
coordinates (x, y)B and 0.5(z)B . By default, the center of the volume (0.5, 0.5, 0.5)E is
considered to be the center of rotation. In the 2D plane coordinates, the rotation center
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is in (0.5, 0.5)B by default. Before computing the rotation, we subtract the normalized
rotation center vector, which represents the center of mass of our segmentation volume,
from the 3D standard coordinates. To compute the rotation of the plane, we ﬁrst multiply
the transformation matrix composed of the two tangents t~1 and t~2 and the plane normal
~n with the shifted and normalized standard coordinates. This rotation represents a
transformation from the plane basis B to the standard basis E. Afterwards, we add
again the rotation center vector to the standard coordinates, as well as the normalized
depth with right to the volume center. The depth represents the current slice number
in the volume depending on the camera ID. To account for translation, we also add the
normalized translation vector to the standard coordinates based on the camera ID.

(a) RGB Color Cube

(b) Minimum slice position

(c) Middle slice position

(d) Maximum slice position

Figure 6.2: Coordinate color visualization in the WebGL shader. (a) shows an RGB color
cube (from Congote et al. [CSK+ 11]). The white corner represents the point (1.0, 1.0,
1.0), while the black one (not visible here since it is on the bottom back corner) represents
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0). (b), (c) and (d) show example plots visualizing the coordinates of the
segmentation volume (shape: 232, 256, 88) and the behavior when scrolling through it in
each slice direction without applying rotation.
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User interaction If the user translates the segmentation mask, we update the translation vector, which we send to the shader, accordingly. In case of rotation, we need to
adapt the plane normal ~n and the plane tangent1 t~1 . Depending on the user interaction,
we apply a positive or negative rotation angle to both vectors. In the shader, the updated
vectors are then used to calculate the second tangent t~2 .
Color Cube Quality Check In order to determine whether the coordinates are
transformed properly in the WebGL shader and to examine if the behavior on user
interaction works as desired, it can be helpful to visualize the coordinates of the plane
intersecting the data volume. WebGL uses RGB values. Therefore, we can visualize
the 3D standard coordinates in a range from 0 to 1 as a resulting RGB color cube (see
Figure 6.2). If we scroll through the volume in diﬀerent slice directions, we can observe
how the colors change based on the current position of the plane. For a rotation around
the z axis, we see that the colors rotate around the center point of the projected image
(or the speciﬁed center of rotation in 2D). Rotation around other axes show us diﬀerent
sides of the color cube depending on the angle.
Magic Lens In order to not only have a side-by-side comparison between two sequences,
we introduce a magic lens visualization [BSP+ 93] that makes it possible to show the
reference data in a square around the current mouse position with the segmentation. We
implement this feature in the fragment shader. As an additional input, the shader receives
the current mouse position in 2D in a range between -1 and 1 for both dimensions. The
mouse position depends on the current viewport. Furthermore, we pass the data array of
the reference sequence to the shader program. We deﬁne the size of the square and render
the volume data at the positions within the square. Still, we show the segmentation with
the chosen opacity as an overlay to allow to determine how well the current position
of the segmentation matches the tumor borders. When translating and rotating the
segmentation, the data representation in the lens will update as well as we sample the
reference volume with the same coordinates as computed for the segmentation data.

6.1.3

Data Handling and Interaction

For reading NIfTI data in JavaScript, we use the open-source NIfTI reader [LM16] that
loads compressed and uncompressed NIfTI data into an array buﬀer. We then normalize
the data and re-arrange the values in the array for the diﬀerent slicing directions. We
store three data objects for each sequence, corresponding to the three slicing directions.
Each object contains:
• the sequence and segmentation data, each as an array of normalized gray values,
• information about the original shape of the data,
• the current slicing depth depending on the slicing direction,
• the scene and camera, both with unique identiﬁers,
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• the name of the container element to deﬁne the viewport and render the scene,
• the position and zoom factor of the object in the scene, which can be changed on
user interaction,
• rotation and translation parameters of the segmentation, and
• the current mouse position and link to the current reference data to show the magic
lens on demand.

6.1.4

Package Management

We use the cross-platform Node.js [Fou09] package manager npm [npm10] for JavaScript.
It allows for the installation of open-source code packages from an online repository.
npm comes along with a command-line client to download and install packages. The
package.json ﬁle contains the packages with the currently used versions and dependencies. The installation of Node.js includes the npm package manager. To install or
update the packages and dependencies, one can run the command npm install in the
frontend directory. The command npm run dev provided by npm starts the local
development server (localhost) on the speciﬁed port (here: port 3000).

6.1.5

Application Build

To build our application, we use the JavaScript build tool Vite [You19]. Until recently,
bundle-based tools were common in web development. Such tools collect, process, and link
source modules in ﬁles supported to run in a web browser. In contrast to bundle-based
tools like webpack [Kop12], Vite supports unbundled development build. This kind of
build is now possible since browsers natively support ES modules. In this way, Vite sends
the code only on demand to the browser, so it is only processed if it reﬂects changes in
the browser. Therefore, Vite oﬀers an easy-to-use and, compared to bundling, extremely
fast server start and code updates in the browser. We depict the diﬀerences in Figure 6.3.
Vite is available with the installation of Node.js.

6.1.6

Server Requests

To make asynchronous get, post, put, or delete requests to the backend, we use the Axios
[Zab14] promise-based HTTP client. Axios is an alternative to the native fetch()-API
and is also supported by older browsers. Furthermore, it already implements several
commonly used features, for example the automatic JSON transformation of request
and response data. To register the data after mask adaptation, for example, we send
one request per sequence. The request includes the reference sequence and segmentation
data, as well as the data of the sequence that should be aligned. Furthermore, we include
the transformation matrix in the request. We only send those sequences to the backend
where the segmentation mask has been modiﬁed. If sequences have been grouped, they
are sent in one request to process them together in the backend. After registration, we
receive the transformed sequence and update the respective view.
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(a) Bundle-based development server

(b) Native ESM-based development server

Figure 6.3: (a) Bundle-based vs. native (b) ECMAScript Modules (ESM)-based development server, from the Vite webpage [You19].

6.2

Backend

The REST framework for the communication between frontend and backend is provided by
Flask [Ron10]. Flask is a Python micro web framework that oﬀers only core functionality
compared to other all-in-one frameworks like Django [Fou05], while being more ﬂexible
and easily extensible. It supports developers in structuring the web application and
resource management in a standardized way. Furthermore, it oﬀers a quick setup and is
easy to use. In our api directory, the ﬁle app.py contains the Flask setup and resource
management to distribute the requests to the corresponding service. Running this ﬁle
starts the Flask server on localhost port 5000.
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6.2.1

Image Processing

For most image processing steps, we use the Python library NumPy [Oli06] to operate
with multidimensional arrays. For example, we need to crop the volumes in a certain area
around the segmentation in the automated shape matching . We compute the minimum
and maximum extent of the segmentation in each axis to ﬁnd these borders by using
NumPy functions. Also, the histogram trimming is performed by indexing the NumPy
arrays containing the original data. We apply image ﬁlters like GGM or a Gaussian ﬁlter
by using SciPy’s [VGO+ 20] ndimage package. For image processing steps that involve
translation and rotation of imaging data, we use SimpleITK. Transformations with
SimpleITK involve interpolation and, therefore, lead to smoother results. When working
with data in both NumPy and SimpleITK, it is essential to keep in mind that NumPy
operates in a space where the coordinates have an XYZ order, while SimpleITK makes
computations in a ZXY space.
Also, for the computation of the cost function in the automated shape matching, we use
NumPy operations to crop the volumes, compute the segmentation hull and calculate
components like the standard deviation. The interpolation of the segmentation mask
computed by SimpleITK might lead to results with ﬂoat values between 0.0 and 1.0
(instead of only 0 and 1 in the original mask). We threshold the mask for the hull
computation and set values below 0.9 to 0 and values that are bigger or equal 0.9 to
1, since setting all values above 0 to 1 would result in too large hulls. As mentioned
in Chapter 4, we perform the optimization by using SciPy’s [VGO+ 20] dual annealing
approach in the optimize package. To create example plots, we work with the Python
library Matplotlib [Hun07].

6.2.2

Registration

We use Elastix [KSM+ 09] as medical image registration framework as it oﬀers landmarkbased registration. It is a command-line tool and includes a library called SimpleElastix
[MBSK16], which makes the Elastix commands available in Python, Java, and R. The
installation requires ITK [MLI+ 14]. Elastix can be compiled with CMake [HMK+ 00]
after downloading the code from the GitHub repository. SimpleElastix oﬀers an objectoriented interface, where a default ElastixImageFilter can be modiﬁed. Diﬀerent
parameter maps containing speciﬁc variables can be used in combination in one image
ﬁlter, for example a combination of rigid and bspline transformations. The parameters
for rigid registration are deﬁned by the inverse matrix we receive from the frontend
since we want the images to ﬁt the original mask position. We transform the non-zero
mask indices by multiplication with this inverse matrix. The indices are then used by
SimpleElastix as landmark indices for the registration. In case of a registration request
from the frontend, we transform the data into a 3D NumPy array with the original data
shape. Before registration, the arrays need to be transformed to ITK images to be used
by SimpleElastix. Afterwards, we re-transform the resulting image to a NumPy array
and send it back to the frontend.
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CHAPTER

Case Studies
In this chapter, we will examine two cases of our data set in greater detail to emphasize
the potential of our approach and to identify diﬃculties. The two cases are representative
for our data set, where the sequences are misaligned by small rotation and translation
parameters. After showing the results of the automatic shape matching, we also compare
ﬁnal registration results to outcomes of SimpleElastix [MBSK16] without using our
approach based on segmentation masks as landmarks. We determine the quality of
the results by visual evaluation after identifying the tumor borders together with our
collaborating radiologists. In this way, we can identify if a segmentation mask ﬁts the
underlying tumor borders.

7.1

Shape Matching

In Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, we show a comparison between the segmentation position
before and after the automatic shape matching in the diﬀerent sequences. The upper
row visualizes the VIBE reference sequence with a red semi-transparent overlay of the
segmentation ﬁtting the tumor borders. We cropped the sequences to the uterus area,
which is the round structure around the tumor (in VIBE, the uterus appears brighter
than the tumor and background with bladder and soft tissue). To visualize the tumor
position in the underlying sequences, we highlight the tumor border with a bright blue
outline, as identiﬁed with our medical experts. Note that this might not correspond to
the exact border, but it provides indications about the tumor location in the various
sequences. We highlight mismatches between the segmentation position and the actual
tumor border in yellow.
In the ﬁrst case (Figure 7.1), we can see that the automatic shape matching led to
satisfying results the ﬁrst three sequences, namely PE, TTP and AUC. Those sequences
have been grouped and processed together. After the automatic shape matching, the
segmentation mask matches the tumor borders, as indicated by the blue tumor outlines.
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Figure 7.1: Comparison between pre and post Shape Matching (SM) of Case 1. The
ﬁrst row shows the VIBE reference sequence. The segmentation mask is shown as a
semi-transparent overlay in red, while the tumor borders in the underlying sequences
are highlighted in bright blue. Mismatches between the actual tumor border and the
segmentation mask are delineated in yellow.

7.1. Shape Matching
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between pre and post Shape Matching (SM) of Case 2. The
tumor borders in the underlying sequences are highlighted in bright blue. Mismatches
between the actual tumor border and the segmentation mask are delineated in yellow.
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Also, the search in the b1000 sequence yielded a good ﬁt. For ADC and T2, we can observe
two problems that may occur. In ADC, it is visually and algorithmically challenging to
distinguish the tumor from the surrounding tissue in this use case. Instead, the contrast
is high around the outer parts of the uterus. Due to low contrast at the tumor border, the
algorithm struggles to ﬁnd a good match and terminates with a cost function minimum
which usually represents the uterus border. In T2, the segmentation terminates at a local
minimum between the tumor border and uterus. Furthermore, the T2 volume, in this
case, varies slightly in gray values compared to other T2 sequences in our data set (see
Figure 7.2 for a typical example). Therefore, the tumor border might be less prominent
than the uterus border after histogram trimming. We saw another example in Figure 4.5
in Chapter 4, where the value distribution is diﬀerent than in other subjects. Last but
not least, SA is a probabilistic optimization method and involves a random component.
Therefore, there is always a slight chance of ending up in local minima, even though it is
less likely than, for example, in gradient descent approaches.
For the second use case (Figure 7.2), PE, TTP, and AUC are already quite well aligned
before shape matching and registration. When scrolling through the slices, a minimal
translation in the axial-oblique slicing direction becomes visible. Also, the translation
found by our algorithm is small but also involves a small rotation. The borders in the T2
sequence are diﬃcult to identify. Still, the automatic shape matching ﬁnds a suitable
position. Also in b1000 and ADC, the mask ﬁts better than before the shape matching.
Only small adaptations in rotation might be necessary, as visible in this slice when looking
at the lower tumor border in ADC, and the upper tumor border in b1000.

7.2

Registration

As mentioned earlier, we assume that the tumor position in the volumes of one patient can
only vary in translation and rotation parameters. Therefore, to analyze only tumorous
tissue, rigid registration would be suﬃcient. However, in order to take also surrounding
tissue into account, especially the uterus, deformable registration could play an essential
role in the future. This is due to the fact that, in contrast to the tumor itself, the uterus
is a soft structure and can be deformed based on bladder ﬁlling and intestinal movements.
For this reason, we applied both rigid and deformable registration to our use cases and
visually compare the outcomes.

7.2.1

Rigid Registration

Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 depict the volumes of our use cases as a result of rigid registration with Elastix (without landmarks) and MuSIC (using our interactive segmentationlandmark approach) in comparison. Our medical experts placed the segmentation masks
for the registration with MuSIC during the usability evaluation. MuSIC leads to more
accurate results in almost all cases, since the results reﬂect the mask positions as set
by the medical expert. We can see that the locations of the segmentation masks ﬁt the
tumor borders. Surprisingly, Elastix seems to have problems especially with the b1000
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of rigid registration outcomes between Elastix and MuSIC of
Case 1. The tumor borders in the underlying sequences are highlighted in bright blue.
Mismatches between the actual tumor border and the segmentation mask are delineated
in yellow.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of rigid registration outcomes between Elastix and MuSIC of
Case 2. The tumor borders in the underlying sequences are highlighted in bright blue.
Mismatches between the actual tumor border and the segmentation mask are delineated
in yellow.
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sequence, even though the tumor is well visible here. However, structures around the
tumor appear with low contrast and a lot of noise. In Case 1 (Figure 7.3), the b1000
sequence is transformed to a completely diﬀerent position, and also in Case 2 (Figure 7.4),
the position is not accurate as shown by the mismatch between the actual tumor outline
in blue and the segmentation mask in yellow. Using Elastix, most other sequences are
closer to the actual tumor position compared to no registration. However, as we can see
from the mismatching areas in yellow, they lack in precision (apart from the ﬁrst three
sequences of Case 2 in Figure 7.4, which almost did not require transformations).

(a) T2 Original

(b) T2 Deformations beyond recognition

(c) b1000 Original

(d) b1000 Deformation to the uterus area

Figure 7.5: Deformations in non-rigid registration without landmarks. (a) shows the
original T2 image, (b) visualizes the transformed T2 image with strong deformations in
all areas, making the image unrecognizable. (d) visualizes an example where the b1000
sequence in (c) is transformed so the tumor expands to the uterus area.
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7.2.2

Deformable Registration

To also align structures surrounding the tumor, such as the uterus, we also allow for
deformable registration. A deformable registration could be essential for future research
in radiomic tumor proﬁling. We observe unnatural deformations when adding a step
of non-rigid registration after rigid transformation without landmarks, but maintaining
the other settings. We show two examples in Figure 7.5. What happens sometimes is
that the tumor is interpreted as the uterus, and it is expanded to the uterus area in the
VIBE sequence. This occurs especially in the case of big tumors and if the tumor appears
bright in the moving sequence. A possible explanation is that the uterus has brighter
gray values in VIBE and high contrast. In b1000, for example, the tumor has the highest
gray values and shows the highest contrast to its surrounding, while all other structures
appear rather dark and with low contrast.
Therefore, we adapted the settings of Elastix following the manual [KS18] to be able to
compare the results better and describe diﬀerences. We apply a much higher number of
iterations than the default which we use in MuSIC. Instead of the default 500, we use 2000
iterations after trying diﬀerent values. Even higher values did not yield better results.
Furthermore, as described in the manual [KS18], the parameter α can be tuned that
determines the amount of deformation applied to the image. α is a gain factor that weighs
the negative gradient of the cost function in gradient descent optimization to deﬁne the
search direction. A high α can lead to strong deformations as we showed in Figure 7.5.
A too small α limits the search space and there might be too few degrees of freedom for
deformations. To adapt this parameter, we use StandardGradientDescent instead
of AdaptiveStochasticGradientDescent. We show the results of two settings (α
= 500 and α = 5000) in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 together with the outcomes of MuSIC.
Furthermore, we highlight several observations in the corresponding sequences that we
discussed previously with our medical expert collaborators.
In the ﬁrst use case (Figure 7.6), a setting with a = 500 transforms most of the sequences
such that the segmentation mask is closer to the actual tumor borders than in the original
sequences. TTP and ADC would still need more translation, as we highlight in Figure 7.6.
The tumor position in T2 seems acceptable, but too little deformation has been applied
to the uterus. We emphasize the mismatch between the purple VIBE outline and the
uterus in T2 in yellow. b1000 was transformed to a completely diﬀerent position in both
settings. With a = 5000, the uterus transformation of T2 resembles more the VIBE
sequence. However, it becomes visible that the tumor was deformed when observing the
tumor borders, as we depict with green arrows. In this sequence, the tumor is represented
by the gray values within the darker outline. After registration with Elastix, an overlap
becomes visible at the tumor border. These gray values, that now are inside the mask
region, are most likely not part of the tumor. This phenomenon occurs also in ADC.
The region around the tumor in TTP was stretched to ﬁt the uterus. We see that these
deformations are probably not adequate, as they have not been applied to PE and AUC.
In MuSIC, we process these sequences together since they are derived. Therefore, it is
less likely to deform structures that represent the same biological state in a diﬀerent way.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of deformable registration outcomes between only Elastix and
MuSIC of Case 1 (PE, TTP, AUC). We use two settings for Elastix changing the parameter
α which corresponds to the amount of expected deformation. The tumor borders in the
underlying sequences are highlighted in bright blue. Mismatches between the actual
tumor border and the segmentation mask are delineated in yellow. Strong deformations
are shown in green. The uterus outline of VIBE is delineated in purple for the MuSIC
results.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of deformable registration outcomes between only Elastix and
MuSIC of Case 1 (ADC, T2, b1000). We use two settings for Elastix changing the
parameter α which corresponds to the amount of expected deformation. The tumor
borders in the underlying sequences are highlighted in bright blue. The uterus outline of
VIBE is delineated in purple for several resulting sequences. Mismatches are delineated
in yellow. Strong deformations are shown in green.

7.2. Registration
Using MuSIC, the masks seem to ﬁt the actual tumor borders according to our medical
experts. The deformations of the uterus are realistic, as we show with a purple overlay of
the uterus outline of VIBE. Furthermore, the tumor itself is not deformed. In ADC and
b1000, the uterus deformations could be stronger, as shown with the yellow mismatch
lines.
The same setup with Elastix yields diﬀerent results for the second use case (Figure 7.7).
b1000, PE and AUC seem well-aligned after Elastix registration with a = 500. In contrast,
the volumes of T2 and ADC were not transformed enough to match the segmentation
mask. TTP was transformed too much and the dark gray values in the tumor area
were enlarged. This eﬀect got stronger with a = 5000, as we show with the green mark.
Instead, for T2 the transformation is more adequate with an a of 5000 and is more similar
to the outcome of MuSIC, as we can see by comparing the highlighted uterus and tumor
outlines. Especially for b1000, the deformations of the tumor are too strong. In AUC,
the uterus shows edgy areas in the lower part close to the bladder, that are not present
in VIBE. Using MuSIC, the segmentation ﬁts the tumor and most transformations in
the uterus area look similar to VIBE, as we show with the purple uterus outline. ADC
potentially needs stronger uterus adaptations as delineated by the yellow marks.
When applying deformable registration without segmentation mask, the structure that is
aligned best is often the uterus, as it has the highest contrast to other structures. In
many cases, non-rigid transformations are applied also to the tumor and the tumor is
transformed to ﬁt the tumor border in VIBE. In other cases, the transformation is based
on other image features and deforms the tumor in the image. The transformations of TTP
and b1000 in the second use case (Figure 7.7) are good examples for the phenomenon
of tumor deformation. By using segmentation masks as landmarks, we can avoid these
tumor deformations.

7.2.3

Summary

In this chapter, we showed example outcomes of MuSIC in comparison with several
settings of Elastix that do not involve landmarks. The quality of registration outcomes
for our data was assessed visually together with our medical experts. We can assume a
correct alignment with MuSIC especially for rigid registration, since the transformation
applied to the images reﬂects the mask placement by the medical experts. For deformable
registration, the quality is more diﬃcult to assess since the transformations can happen
on a local scale. A more detailed examination was necessary and our magic lens was
helpful in that regard. We highlighted interesting areas that were visible in the depicted
sequences for a visual outcome comparison of the approaches. In general, our medical
experts were satisﬁed by the results. The provided examples underline the robustness of
our landmark-based approach with MuSIC. The results we show using only Elastix were
the best we could obtain. For deformable registration, we also tested values of a between
500 and 5000, but all experiments yielded results where some sequences were transformed
too much, while others would have needed stronger transformations. Furthermore, also a
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of deformable registration outcomes between only Elastix and
MuSIC of Case 2 (PE, TTP, AUC). We use two settings for Elastix changing the parameter
α which corresponds to the amount of expected deformation. Strong deformations are
shown in green. The uterus outline of VIBE is delineated in purple for several sequences.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of deformable registration outcomes between only Elastix and
MuSIC of Case 2 (ADC, T2, b1000). We use two settings for Elastix changing the
parameter α which corresponds to the amount of expected deformation. The tumor
borders in the underlying sequences are highlighted in bright blue. The uterus outline of
VIBE is delineated in purple for several resulting sequences. Mismatches are delineated
in yellow. Strong deformations are shown in green.
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per-sequence-setup would not lead to satisfying results, as the required settings also
change between two cases. Therefore, we would have to tune the parameters for each
case and sequence individually to obtain optimal results.
In contrast, according to our medical experts, the results of MuSIC are less sensitive to
patient- and sequence-speciﬁc characteristics, since the registration is based on matching
landmarks. For future research in radiomic tumor proﬁling, it could be important to
also evaluate the robustness of MuSIC for deformable registration in a larger cohort,
especially for fuzzy borders as, for example, in b1000.
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CHAPTER

Usability Analysis
In order to prove the usability of MuSIC, we conducted a qualitative analysis with domain
experts. After an introduction and demonstration, the participants were encouraged to try
out the tool themselves. Furthermore, we let them also use the tool 3D Slicer [PHK04] for
a comparison. 3D Slicer includes a functionality for interactive image registration based
on landmarks set by the user. We chose a comparison with landmark-based registration
as it is often used as a gold-standard and regarded as the most reliable method, especially
when evaluating registration algorithms [PMEM16]. For evaluation, we used the System
Usability Scale (SUS) and a MuSIC-speciﬁc evaluation form.

Participants Seven experts took part in the user evaluation. Among those were four
female and three male participants. Five participants are medical experts (M1-M5). M1
and M2 are radiologists in research and are PhD candidates in the ﬁeld of gynecological
cancer. Both of them were involved during the development of MuSIC for medical
questions regarding the data and preferred workﬂows. M3 is a postdoctoral researcher
with more than ten years of experience in pre-clinical imaging. M4 is a medical physicist
and also a PhD candidate in cancer imaging, and M5 is a radiographer.
M1-M5 represent the main target user group for this application. Apart from the
medical expert participants, we also included two AI experts (A1 and A2) in the usability
evaluation. Multi-sequential ML segmentation could potentially beneﬁt from better
co-registration. Therefore, we think AI experts could represent another user group for
the tool. A1 is a PhD candidate in ML for cancer imaging and has a background in
software engineering. Due to the experience in software development, the feedback in
terms of usability is also very valuable. A2 is a postdoctoral researcher in the same ﬁeld
and has experience with co-registration.
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(b) T2

(c) Registration Outcome Overlay

Figure 8.1: Landmark-based registration with 3D Slicer [PHK04]. (a) shows the ﬁxed
image with 2 landmarks, (b) the moving image with the corresponding landmarks and
(c) the outcome visualization as transparent overlay.
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8.1

Evaluation Procedure

In total, the procedure took around 45 minutes per participant. For each participant, we
ﬁrst introduced the tool by explaining the purpose and possible user interactions in a live
demonstration for one use case of our data set. We encouraged the participants to ask
questions and express their opinions and comments at any time during the evaluation.
Then, the participants had the opportunity to use the application and process one use
case by trying out the diﬀerent interaction possibilities. After working with MuSIC, we
also shortly introduced them to landmark-based registration with 3D Slicer [PHK04].
They were encouraged to try out 3D Slicer as well by setting landmarks in the reference
and one other sequence of their choice. The results were presented as a transparent
overlay, and in a checkerboard visualization since we combine the idea of a checkerboard
comparison with an interactive lens visualization [BSP+ 93]. We show the landmark-based
registration approach with two volumes together with the transparent overlay of the
registered volumes in Figure 8.1. Figure 8.2 depicts a 6x6 checkerboard visualization to
compare two volumes. Finally, we asked the participants to ﬁll out our evaluation form
with the statements presented in Table 8.1.
Evaluation Form Besides the think aloud protocol, we prepared 23 statements for the
evaluation form to identify the impact of our tool and how experts beneﬁt from using the
diﬀerent features of the application. The participants assigned a score to each statement
on a ﬁve-point Likert scale. 1 corresponds to strong disagreement and a maximum score
of 5 to strong agreement. Besides the 23 MuSIC-speciﬁc statements, we also asked the
participants to ﬁll out the SUS evaluation form with ten statements that are formulated
in the same manner and can be answered by indicating a score on a Likert scale. The
SUS as introduced by Brooke et al. [Bro96] evaluates the usability of a system covering
several components: effectiveness, examining the outcome quality and if the tool fulﬁlls
its purpose, efficiency to determine how easy the tool can be used, and satisfaction,
including personal taste and opinions. It is represented by a score between 0 and 100. A
score above 68 is considered to be good, and above 80.5 as excellent. The statements and
the results are shown in Table 8.1. In both our own and the SUS form, several questions
are formulated in a negative way. In Table 8.1, they are marked with a star and their
score has been inverted.
We grouped the statements in the following manner:
• G1 - G11: General statements & interaction
– G1 - G3 : General usability
– G4 - G6 : Layout customization
– G7 - G8 : Grouping functionality
– G9 - G11 : Magic lens
• S1 - S5: Segmentation mask interaction
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• O1 - O3: Outcome evaluation
• C1 - C4: Comparison to 3D Slicer (landmark-based approach)
• SUS: System Usability Scale

Figure 8.2: 6x6 Checkerboard visualization to inspect the alignment of two volumes
(VIBE and T2). Generated with 3D Slicer [PHK04].

8.2

Evaluation Results

Overall, we received very positive feedback for our tool. Considering the results from
Table 8.1, we infer that MuSIC has the potential to be a valuable tool for multi-sequential
co-registration. Our participants especially appreciated the magic lens in addition
to a side-by-side view for a more detailed comparison, the outcome preview, and a
ﬁnal evaluation of the results. The radiologists were also in favor of the possibility to
group sequences and process them simultaneously if needed. Currently, for the task of
segmentation, they have to open multiple windows to view several sequences next to each
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Table 8.1: Results of our usability analysis showing the response of the participants to
our questionnaire on a ﬁve-point Likert scale, where the diﬀerent scores correspond to:
1: strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: neither agree nor disagree, 4: agree and 5: strongly
agree. Statements marked with a star are rephrased to the positive form in this table
with inverted scores for presentation purposes. In the rightmost column, average values
are presented. The last row provides the results of the SUS questionnaire.
Statements

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

A1

A2

Avg.

G1

I see myself using MuSIC in the future.

5

5

4

5

5

3

4

4,43

G2

Defining a reference view is clear and intuitive.*

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

4,86

G3

The linked slice view interactions (zooming, scrolling, moving) are intuitive.

5

2

5

5

5

5

5

4,57

G4

Reordering the sequences in the grid view is helpful to visualize related modalities next
to each other.
It is helpful to resize the sequences in the grid view.*

4

4

5

5

5

4

5

4,57

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

4,71

G6

Switching one sequence of the grid to the main view provides me more details when
needed.

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

4,86

G7

Grouping multiple sequences is quick and intuitive.

4

5

4

5

5

4

5

4,57

G8

After grouping multiple sequences it is clear which sequences are grouped.*

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

4,86

G9

Activating and interacting with the magic lens is easy and intuitive.*

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

G10

The magic lens helps me to determine differences in tumor position between sequences.*

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

G11

It is easier to assess differences in tumor position with the integrated visualization of
two sequences via the magic lens than having two sequences next to each other.

4

3

5

5

4

5

5

4,43

S1

Moving the segmentation in X, Y and Z direction using the keyboard is intuitive.

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

4,86

S2

Rotating the segmentation using the keyboard is intuitive.

5

5

4

5

5

5

3

4,57

S3

The possibility to change the opacity of the segmentation helps me to determine the
segmentation’s fit.*
The three slicing directions in the main view help me to understand the exact position
in 3D.
It is helpful being able to reset the segmentation movement of the currently processed
sequence.*

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

4,86

3

5

4

5

5

5

5

4,57

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4,86

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

O2

Based on the updated slice view for each sequence and the original segmentation position,
I can see if the registration is performed correctly.
The magic lens is useful to check the quality of the alignment after registration.*

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

4,86

O3

It is useful to be able to further adapt the registration if needed.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

C1

I prefer to process multiple sequences at a time because it is easier to keep track of
differences in the tumor position.
I think it saves time to visualize and process multiple sequences at a time.*

5

5

4

5

3

4

5

4,43

5

5

4

5

5

4

5

4,71

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

C4

It is helpful to move a predefined segmentation mask instead of setting landmarks in
pathological data.
I prefer the magic lens visualization over a checkerboard.*

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

SUS

System Usability Scale

97.5

100

97.5

100

97.5
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95.4

G5

S4
S5
O1

C2
C3

other, where linked user interaction is limited. All experts agreed on the clear structure
and layout without visual overload even though many sequences are shown. M5 had been
using multiple tools for both segmentation and registration and thinks MuSIC is very
intuitive and does not require major instructions to use. Everyone strongly preferred
our approach as an alternative to setting manual landmarks. When we asked about the
reason, the participants answered that it can be very diﬃcult to deﬁne landmarks in
pathological data, as the tumor can appear slightly diﬀerent in the diﬀerent sequences
due to imaging physics. So using a mask as sort of pre-deﬁned landmarks makes this
task easier, while being equally accurate.
During the testing phase of the evaluation, our participants expressed several wishes. The
images in our data set are acquired in an axial oblique direction, perpendicular to the
main axis of the uterus. Currently, we slice the volume perpendicular to this acquisition
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direction for showing the volume in the other two slice views. One of our radiologists
would prefer to see the other two slicing views as real axial and sagittal slices according
to the body axes (slicing from the front to the back and from left to right instead
of oblique slicing), as this would be more intuitive. Furthermore, three participants
wish for orientation lines indicating the current position in the three slicing directions.
M2 would have wished for a less sensitive zooming in the slice view interactions. The
customizable layout was rated favourably. One participant would like to have a clearer
visualization regarding where to click in order to drag or resize a component. Generally,
our participants thought that the interaction with the segmentation mask via keyboard
is intuitive. Especially for translation, two participants expressed the idea to additionally
have mouse interaction to also reduce the time needed for bigger translations.
Among the medical experts, we achieved a very high SUS. For our AI experts, this score is
slightly lower. One of them would prefer medical experts to do the task, since sometimes it
can be diﬃcult to ﬁnd a good ﬁt for the segmentation, for example in case of low contrast.
The other AI expert instead would like to use the tool. He states that their automated
segmentation algorithms could strongly beneﬁt from better co-registration, even if their
manual segmentation ﬁtting includes more errors than if performed by a medical expert.
One wish would be to include the possibility to change registration settings in the tool,
for example to decide whether to perform rigid or deformable registration. Furthermore,
one AI expert stated that for iterative registration adaptation, it would be useful to
store previous transformations and always register the original images instead of already
processed ones in order to avoid multiple interpolation and smoothing steps.
In general, our participants were enthusiastic about MuSIC and hope to use it soon
to improve co-registration. Four of them expressed the wish to not only use it for coregistration, but also for simultaneous segmentation. Currently, our medical experts have
no tool available that includes intuitive multi-modal segmentation visualization methods.
Therefore, they mainly draw the segmentation on one of the sequences. When using our
tool, however, they found that some parts of the segmentation might require adaptations
because several tissue characteristics become visible throughout the various sequences. In
these cases, they would strongly appreciate being able to adapt the segmentation mask.
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CHAPTER

Discussion & Conclusion
In this chapter, we conclude our work by providing a summary and discuss the approach
and results of our tool. Furthermore, we present ideas for interesting directions regarding
future work and the potential of MuSIC to be used in research practice.

9.1

Summary

In this thesis, we present MuSIC, a web-based tool for interactive co-registration by
adjusting the position of pre-deﬁned tumor segmentation masks. The application supports
radiologists in research in the task of co-registration of cancer imaging data, especially
for cases where automatic co-registration fails. In our data set, we have one segmentation
mask available that ﬁts one reference modality (in our case VIBE). We propose an
automatic search of the optimal segmentation positions in the other available imaging
modalities by a simulated annealing optimization. Users can interactively adapt the
resulting positions by translating and rotating the masks. We support the user in this
task with multi-modal visualization and interaction techniques. A magic lens allows for
an interactive and local comparison on demand. The lens updates on transformation
of the segmentation mask and allows for assessing the alignment of diﬀerent structures.
Therefore, we enable a look in the future, so the user can inspect the structure alignment
after rigid registration already during the interactive mask ﬁtting. Finally, we register
the sequences based on the segmentation transformations and use the corresponding
voxels as landmarks. In contrast to other tools, we therefore have pre-deﬁned landmarks,
and we oﬀer the possibility to process multiple sequences simultaneously.
From our usability analysis we conclude that MuSIC can be very valuable to improve
co-registration results. Our participants appreciate the intuitive interface, interaction, and
the multi-modal visualization. At the MMIV we collaborate with people from diﬀerent
ﬁelds, among them many medical experts, who would like to use MuSIC in the future.
We further included AI experts in our usability analysis as they beneﬁt from co-registered
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medical imaging data for the purpose of developing multi-modal segmentation algorithms.
Furthermore, radiomic tumor proﬁling also involves AI approaches where co-registered
data is essential. It would be beneﬁcial for AI experts to not necessarily have to involve
medical experts to perform co-registration. Especially for cases where the tumor border
is clearly visible throughout the diﬀerent sequences, the tool can be very useful even for
AI experts to improve the registration quality in the data set. With MuSIC, we provide
a solution to the co-registration problem that we can observe in our research group.

9.2

Discussion

Availability of segmentation masks Currently, our tool requires an existing segmentation mask. Generating a mask manually can require a substantial amount of time.
However, nowadays, many ML algorithms for a large number of tumor types exist. The
fact that those ML algorithms can already produce satisfying results that are close to
manual segmentation quality for at least one sequence, makes the tool applicable for a
broader range of applications.
Segmentation Fit Even if we have one mask available, we cannot guarantee for a
perfect ﬁt in all sequences. Varying imaging physics can cause a distinct appearance of
the tumor in the diﬀerent sequences, even though biologically the tumor has the same
shape. The initial topic idea of this Master’s thesis was to segment the tumor separately
in all sequences and analyze the diﬀerences. However, analyzing the diﬀerences in shape
would currently have less impact on radiomic tumor proﬁling since it has no biological
basis. Still, it leads us to the question about the real tumor borders. We assume that the
segmentation mask for each subject matches the actual tumor borders of the reference
sequence. However, working with multiple sequences reveals more characteristics about
the tumor and other tissues. It can be hard to tell which voxels belong to the tumor and
which not if the appearances of tissues vary throughout the sequences. The advantage of
MuSIC is that users can examine the quality of the segmentation mask in all sequences
simultaneously while performing co-registration.
Deformable Registration We allow for both rigid and deformable registration. A
potential problem of other deformable approaches is the change of the tumor shape in a
sequence, even though we assume its structure is rigid and does not deform. Therefore,
altering the tumor shape introduces more uncertainty since it does no longer represent
the actual state in the human body. Generally, we can avoid such a deformation with our
approach by applying non-rigid transformations mainly to the area outside the tumor
mask. However, if we cannot ﬁnd a perfectly satisfying ﬁt of the segmentation and some
parts that belong to the tumor are outside our mask, we might actually transform parts of
the tumor. Again, this problem is caused by varying imaging physics. In case of manual
segmentations, the lack of multi-modal visualization methods can result in segmentation
masks with higher uncertainty. By using our tool, users can become aware of that fact.
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Automatic Shape Matching We use SA to search for the tumor borders automatically. The probability of SA ending up in local minima of the cost function is less likely
than in other optimization approaches. Currently, we search in a margin of 15 voxels
around the largest extents of the segmentation in each direction. With this search margin,
we assume to have only small variations in the tumor location, which is the case for most
subjects in our data set. When increasing the search space to allow for larger changes
in the tumor’s position, SA gets trapped in local minima more often. Furthermore, the
search becomes slower. The algorithm already runs for quite a long time with the current
search margin. For our largest images with a shape of (232, 256, 88) voxels, it can take
up to almost 60 seconds per sequence including the pre-processing on a computer with an
Intel Core i9-11900K 3.5 GHz processor and a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080 Ti graphics
card. The user has to wait until all sequences are processed. Another option would be to
run the automatic shape matching oﬄine and load the resulting masks separately. We
chose SA initially to avoid local minima. In our data, we might have many local minima,
especially in data with low contrast in the tumor area. Still, it would be interesting to
try and compare SA to other methods like gradient descent and variations of it. For
example, stochastic gradient descent is also a probabilistic approach. In general, our tool
can also be used without the initial shape matching, since the user interaction with the
segmentation mask is intuitive and can be performed quickly.
Limitations The automatic shape matching involves manual work for the histogram
trimming to set the cut-oﬀ values. We set them once for our data set. However, if
the histogram distribution of one sequence diﬀers between multiple subjects, the tumor
border might not become visible in deviating sequences. We showed an example of this
phenomenon in Figure 4.5 in Chapter 4. Such manual settings make the automatic shape
matching less generalizable and more complex to use for other data sets. Improving the
pre-processing to avoid manual setting of histogram values could be helpful for a better
generalizability. Furthermore, our current approach takes up to almost 60 seconds for
one case. If we reduce the number of iterations, the results potentially get less accurate.
Therefore, we have to ﬁnd a good trade-oﬀ between time and accuracy.
We use a NIfTI reader [LM16] to load the data in JavaScript. If only DICOM data is
available, it would be necessary to convert it to NIfTI ﬁrst. For future work, we would
like to shift the data loading to the backend in Python and allow also for loading of
DICOM images and other commonly used formats to avoid unnecessary data conversion.
To process multiple sequences, we allow to group them. Currently, we only allow for one
group of sequences. This is only a limitation for the automatic shape matching, because
all sequences are processed simultaneously. For interactive mask placing, the groups can
be changed in between registered separately. In subsequent work, it could be useful to
allow for more than one group before the automatic shape matching. In our data set, we
have one group of sequences (PE, TTP, AUC). b1000 is related to ADC, but there can
be a short amount of time between the acquisition of the sequences. However, it can be
suﬃciently accurate to process them together in several cases.
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9.3

Future Work

One aim for the future is to include MuSIC into the workﬂow of our collaborators
at MMIV. Apart from the points mentioned in the discussion, the usability analysis
yielded most ideas for future work. Our collaborators appreciated the functionality of
MuSIC. In addition, they strongly wish to be able to adapt the segmentation mask. In a
multi-sequential setup, they found several spots in the segmentation mask they would
like to adapt. We show two examples in Figure 9.1, where in T2 they found that the
mask includes some voxels that are actually part of a myoma, which was not visible in
VIBE. The other example reveals slightly diﬀerent tissue characteristics in b1000, which
need further examinations to decide whether they are actually part of the tumor or not.

(a) Myoma overlap in T2

(b) Varying tissue characteristics in b1000

Figure 9.1: Varying imaging characteristics can cause the need to adapt existing segmentation masks. In (a), the segmentation also covers some parts of a myoma (small black
circle), while ﬁtting the tumor borders in the rest of the volume. The myoma was not
visible in VIBE. The b1000 sequence shows other tissue characteristics. In contrast to
other sequences, some parts of the mask seem to be not part of the tumor tissue here
and need further examination. We highlight these areas in yellow.
One possibility to handle the lack of a segmentation mask could be to allow for registration
without segmentation and shift the volumes instead of the masks. The magic lens could
help in this case to check the alignment. While this procedure would still solve the problem
of co-registration for diﬃcult cases, we are limited to perform rigid registration. Otherwise,
we would run into the risk to deform the tumor. Allowing to start a segmentation from
scratch would be the preferred idea to tackle the problem of non-existing masks.
Another way to improve the current workﬂow for our radiologists would be to automatically detect badly registered cases. They can then be processed with MuSIC. For example,
clustering methods could possibly ﬁnd misaligned volumes in a data set. Our collaborators
at MMIV work on active learning approaches for image segmentation. Active learning
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methods select potentially complex cases with high uncertainty to the user and allow
for manual corrections. Since one possible cause of high segmentation uncertainty is
the misalignment of the underlying volumes, the algorithm would potentially also select
those misaligned volumes for user adaptations. The interface we presented with MuSIC
could be used in combination with the functionality to adapt existing masks to present
selected cases to the user. The results could be fed back to the algorithm after both
adapting the masks and registering the images. This approach has the beneﬁt that we
face the problem of segmentation and registration at the same time.
Currently, we leave the resulting registration evaluation to the visual inspection by our
medical experts. In our use cases in Chapter 7, they found the results very satisfying
and promising. An additional evaluation is not strictly necessary for rigid registration,
since an expert places the mask and the volume is transformed only based on the
segmentation position. However, we plan to evaluate the accuracy of our deformable
approach also numerically. Landmark-based evaluation is usually the preferred way to
evaluate registration accuracy [PMEM16]. As we could see in our usability analysis in
Chapter 8, it can be challenging to deﬁne accurate landmarks in pathological structures
and soft tissues. The uterus is a mainly round structure, so placing landmarks there
is possibly not accurate. Assessing the robustness of our approach by assessing the
registration quality of the uterus in a bigger cohort would also be interesting for future
research in radiomic tumor proﬁling.
Another option to assess the registration accuracy numerically would be to create an
evaluation data set based on artiﬁcial transformations of a publicly available, registered
cancer data set. However, synthetically transformed images for evaluation often deviate
from realistic scenarios [PMEM16]. Furthermore, an evaluation of the automatic shape
matching can be valuable. Next to the accuracy, we could assess the time diﬀerence for
the whole processing time. Additionally, we could possibly use an adapted version of
the automatic shape matching for an optimization. Instead of making the user place
the segmentation accurately, we could ask for a coarse alignment and ﬁnd an optimal ﬁt
automatically.
A collaborating group in Amsterdam showed interest in our tool to use it for their
prostate cancer data set. This collaboration gives us the opportunity to identify necessary
adaptations to make the tool usable for other cancer types. Furthermore, an interinstitutional usability analysis with the group’s domain experts could yield valuable
feedback to further improve our application.

9.4

Conclusion

In the introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1), we described the tool ICEVis (Interactive
Clustering Exploration for tumor sub-region analysis in multiparametric cancer imaging)
[MEH+ 20] that we developed to subdivide tumors with hierarchical clustering. In
Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3, we give an example of how poorly aligned sequences can
inﬂuence the outcome of this subdivision.
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(a) Resulting sub-regions after hierarchical clustering

(b) Parallel coordinates plot

Figure 9.2: ICEVis [MEH+ 20] results with three clusters before co-registration.

(a) Resulting sub-regions after hierarchical clustering

(b) Parallel coordinates plot

Figure 9.3: ICEVis [MEH+ 20] results with three clusters after MuSIC co-registration.
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Before registering the sequences of this case, the algorithm divides the mask in a red
area that is actually not part of the tumor, and a green and blue area inside the tumor
tissue (see Figure 9.2). In the parallel coordinates plot, this becomes visible in the b1000
sequence for the red region and is similar to Figure 1.2. After registering the same
case with MuSIC, the subregions are based on features of the actual tumor tissue. In
Figure 9.3, we visualize the results. We can observe two areas within the tumor (blue
and green), and one red region at the border. In this case, it would be interesting to
examine the red region more in detail. There could be either the need to adapt the mask
for all sequences, or the red region could, for example, represent enhancing tumor cells
that change the image characteristics.
We conclude that our approach can not only improve rigid and deformable registration
accuracy of cancer imaging data, but due to its multi-modal visualization support it is
also a valuable tool for quality assessment of the segmentation mask. Furthermore, we
believe that a deformable registration that restricts local deformations mainly to the area
outside the tumor can have a substantial impact on future research in radiomic tumor
proﬁling. A semi-deformable registration that avoids tumor deformation resembles the
biological basis of a rigid tumor and soft surrounding tissues better, and allows medical
experts to analyze also tissue characteristics of close structures. Last but not least, in the
future, we could combine the task of interactive segmentation and registration for diﬃcult
cases. In turn, the results can be used to train and further improve ML algorithms for
registration and segmentation.
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